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INTRODUCTION
Culture is, among other things, a collection of ideas
and images, symbols and rituals— a lens through which we
interpret and seek to understand our world. In twentieth
century America our culture has been shaped to a large, if
immeasurable, degree by the institutions of mass advertising.
While the operations of these institutions have clearly been
motivated by economic drives, their cultural form has been
shaped by widely shared social values. The chain of
causation does not simply end at this point, however, for
those images and values so greatly amplified by mass
advertising in turn influence popular attitudes, beliefs and
actions. Indeed, C. Wright Mills affirmed that people "are
strongly predisposed to see, hear and read what they have
been trained to see, hear and read. Yet we cannot overlook
the social bases of their fascinated recepti vi ty."^"
Advertising thus serves as a powerful reinforcement of some,
but by no means all, of the nation's social imagery.
The extent to which advertising manipulates rather than
reinforces this social imagery is difficult to gauge; the
purpose of this study is to explore the parameters of that
manipulation. Specifically concerned with the imagery of
women in the years following World War II, this thesis
focuses on advertising in mass market magazines and on the
1
2uses advertising made of that imagery.
Contemporary scholars of mass media observe that
magazines have played an important part in American culture
for decades. More specifically, "women in America have been
considered a specialized audience since at least 1837 when
Sarah Josepha Hale editing Godey's Lady's Book ." 2 With few
exceptions, American magazine advertising has portrayed women
in traditional domestic roles. "Supportive of others and
concerned with emotional well-being, woman supposedly strives
to please. When she fails to cater to the concerns of
others, she is politely damned." 3
While advertising's presentation of conventional social
imagery could in no way be considered extraordinary, it stood
in direct contrast to the employment opportunities that women
enjoyed during World War II and beyond. This being the case,
it was perhaps this conflict between women's experiences and
the images of women in advertising during the post-war years
that generated some of the pressures soon to be expressed in
a revitalized feminist movement in the 1960s.
This thesis will therefore provide an examination of
traditional images of women in advertising and will consider
how these images functioned in a mass consumption economy.
The influences of such images and realities on the history of
American women since World War II are difficult to measure
because of their complexities. But these rich and varied
reflections of the perceived roles of women are valuable in
3that they offer a useful perspective from which to view
women's position in American society, both during the
immediate post-war period and afterward.
CHAPTER I
THE GROWTH OF A CONSUMER SOCIETY, 1890-1945
The post-World War II era was a period of uneasy
abundance, a "troubled feast" as William Leuchtenberg has
called it. 4 Though the Cold War (and the hot war in Korea)
produced anxious if diffuse fears of nuclear holocaust, most
of these anxieties were submerged in the massive expansion in
the production and distribution of goods and in the emergence
of a new consumer society. If the resulting prosperity was
uneven and buttressed by military expenditures, it
nevertheless stood in sharp contrast to bitter memories of
the Great Depression. The prosperity which was a hallmark of
the post-war per iod and which was character i zed by a f 1 ood of
consumer goods was, to a great extent, regulated and promoted
by advertising. Indeed, post-war advertising was critical to
both the continued economic well-being of the nation and to
the continued ex i stence of a consumer society which had been
cast in earlier decades, emerging fully modeled in the post-
war era.
The bases of the new consumer society were closely
aligned with the genesis of American advertising. The late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries saw a marked
increase in industrial production and a concurrent desire on
the part of manufacturers to promote the deluge of goods
4
5resulting from such growth. "With a burgeoning productive I
capacity, industry now required an equivalent increase in
potential consumers of its goods." 5 Early advertisers, in
effect, made a virtue of necessity by promoting a consumerism
soon adopted as a way of life by most Americans.
Advertisers helped forge a nation of consumers in
several ways: among the most obvious were the promotion of
installment buying plans and the extension of consumer
credit—buying on "time" quickly became accepted practice.
To make these promotions effective, it was necessary to
develop an advertising theory that would standardize an
approach to selling goods. Toward this end publications such
as Printers' Ink began appearing in the late nineteenth
century. Founded by George P. Rowel 1 in 1888, Printers' Ink
provided a forum for a "continuous stream of advertising
thought that eventually permeated the commercial world."*'
Printers' Ink was joined in 1890 by Profitable Advertising ;
in 1892 by Brains ; in 1896 by Ad Sense and The Poster .
Between 1918 and 1923, similar publications made an appearance:
Sales Management came out in 1918; Printers' Ink Monthly , and
Western Advertising in 1919; Advertising and Selling and
Advertiser's Weekly in 1923. 7 Additional support for the
development of a standardized approach to advertising also
came in the late nineteenth century with the advent of the
Sphinx Club . Founded in 1896, the Sphinx Club declared
purpose was "to acquire and disseminate, through the
6interchange of ideas, a clearer understanding of the problems
of advertising and the betterment of advertising," 8
Dissatisfied with internally-generated expertise, the
advertising executives of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries sought outside authorities to endorse
their methods. Reading into the social and behavioral
sciences, advertisers discovered that psychology, in
particular, was aptly suited to their purposes. By the early
1900s the growing body of information on advertising had
incorporated many psychological principles. 9 Any reluctance
to manipulate prospective buyers was soon allayed by
discussions of scientific advertising in trade journals,
weeklys, and how-to books, and in the increased profits
accompanying expanded advertising budgets.
Alex Osborn's A Short Course in Advertising is
representative of books dealing with new approaches to
advertising.-^ Osborn encouraged the use of psychology and
the use of the name-brand concept; neither of which were
immediately embraced by early promoters of consumer goods,
but which later came to be readily accepted means by which to
increase sales,^ Alex Osborn was a vice-president of a
successful New York City advertising firm, Batten, Barton,
Dur stine and Osborn.
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s many Americans began to
accept advertising as the proper tool with which to build
(then reconstruct) a more prosperous nation. In 1926, Calvin
7Coolidge enjoined business and industry to utilize the great
potential offered by advertising, reminding his audience that
"Advertising ... is the most potent influence in adapting
and changing the habits and modes of life, affecting what we
eat, what we wear and the work and play of the whole
nation. 11 While this message was addressed to the already-
converted— the American Association of Advertising Agencies
convention— it is nevertheless clear that most successful
businessmen agreed with Coolidge's statement about
advertising as a critical factor in their success* Less than
a decade later, American business and industry operated under
drastically reduced circumstances. Advertising continued,
however, to be the centerpiece of plans for stabilizing the
nation's economy, and spokespersons for advertising reassured
1 i stener s about Amer ica's economic future.
Advertising and Selling contributing editor, Earnest Elmo
Calkins, was one such spokesperson who referred to the stock
market crash of 1929 as a way of emphasizing the need for
more ef fecti ve advertising. "... we found what many
suspected, that production was already beginning to outstrip
consumption . . . the problem has become how to persuade the
1
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peop le to consume more goods." J
While the Depression years witnessed a concentrated
effort to re-establish economic stability through the use of
advertising, the onset of World War II saw the Federal
government employ advertising in order to motivate Americans
8to patriotic behavior. The nation was exhorted to buy war
bonds, to observe rationing plans, and to support the war
effort by working in defense plants. 14 Similarly, private
business and industry encouraged conservation of limited
consumer goods while predicting a more prosperous future.
Advertising was used extensively to maintain public morale
for the duration of the war, and both the Federal government
and American manufacturers made extravagant promises about
the quality of life people could expect after the war was
over. 15 Presumably, the buying public listed carefully to
advertising messages, anticipating a return to pre-war social
conditions devoid of the economic deprivations associated
with the Depression years. These advertising messages
reflected the assumptions shared by most Americans concerning
the future: life would be prosperous, comfortable,
supportive or traditional (i.e., conservative) values while
promoting progress and expansion in the economic sector.
Although the Depression and the war interrupted large-
scale production and distribution of goods, advertisements
during and after the war reflected the country's desire to
resume normal activities. It appears that most Americans had
remained committed to the concept of consumerism with which
they had been since the early 1900s thanks to the efforts of
advertising to depict an ideal society, the model family, the
perfect woman. Advertising played a critical role in this
new, post-war economy, as it was by means of advertising that
9the desires and dreams of individuals were harnessed to the
productive capacities of American business after 1945. 16
In the late nineteenth century and very early twenties
century, the captains of industry had sought to organize
production; in the twentieth century, what Stuart Ewen calls
the "Captains of Consciousness" sought to organize
consumption. 17 To a degree no less real for being difficult
to measure, advertising sought to create desires and shape
buying behavior. If many of these desires would have existed
without advertising, it is nevertheless clear that
advertisers gave these desires their specific form and focus.
If it was obvious in the early 1900s that an
understanding of psychology could better enable advertisers
to effect this shaping process, by 1945 a relatively more
complex and sophisticated approach to using psychology in
advertising had surfaced. Ernest Dichter, founder and
president of the Institute for Motivational Research,
presented a lucid picture of manufacturers' dependencies on
the "appropriate strategy to bring about desired results and
goals. "18 During the post-war era Dr. Dichter examined the
motives of consumers by conducting over 2,500 studies; the
findings of which were used by those who wished to refine
their marketing techniques and thereby better ensure
successful advertising campaigns. Betty Friedan devoted
attention to Dr. Dichter's work in The Feminine Mystique .
Despite some authorities' reluctance to lend credibility to
10
the results of motivational research, 19 Friedan nonetheless
feels that this type of in-depth analysis of women consumers
is, in part, responsible for perpetuating the myth of the
happy housewife. 20
While motivational research was by no means embraced by
all advertisers, it serves as an example of the degree to
which many sought to manipulate the consumer by catering to
perceived needs. Advertising created a dream world which had
promised, as early as the 1920s ".
. . shining teeth, school-
girl complexions, cornless feet, distinguished collars,
wrinkle-less pants, odorless breaths, regularized bowels,
punctureless tires
. .
."
21 These items and conditions were
for sale, and many Americans hoped someday to live in the
dream world advertising created. Statistics demonstrating an
increase in median family income from $3,042 in 1947 to
$5,688 in 1950, and a doubling in expenditures on food,
household durables, etc., suggest that a large number of
Americans had perhaps reached that goal (see Appendix A).
CHAPTER II
WOMEN IN A CONSUMER SOCIETY
American women have, for the most part, led lives
bounded by domesticity with few opportunities to exercise
their individual talents and abilities outside the home.
Women's traditional domestic roles were transformed by
industrialization, and in some respects mechanization
lightened the double burden of housework and child-rearing.
Nonetheless, even after the Industrial Revolution,
responsibilities of home and family remained primarily those
of women.
^
In early twentieth century American society, women's
roles were especially ambiguous. On one hand, many women—
especially lower class, black, and immigrant women—had
always been a part of the labor force, working long hours in
mostly less-skilled and less-well-paying jobs. Conversely,
married middle class women were expected to limit their
activities to the traditional sphere of home and family. In
times of national emergency, however, such proscriptions for
single women of middle class families were eased. During
World War I it became not only acceptable but temporarily
necessary to hire women as replacements for men who had
entered the armed services. The nation's need was great
enough to break down barriers which had heretofore kept
11
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middle class women out of certain areas (notably the business
office) and out of certain jobs (such as that of streetcar
operator or elevator operator). Statistics show that the
number of women in such jobs nearly tripled between 1910 and
1920 (see Appendix A).
Although the majority of Americans maintained that women
were best suited for homemaking, after 1919 women found that
they were slightly more employable. However, it continued to
be unusual, or unacceptable, for middle class women to work
outside the home. Interviews with prospective employers
generally elicited negative responses to the question of
whether or not they would hire women. This is clearly stated
in a volume, published in 1928, that addresses issues of
concern to middle class women--both those who worked outside
the home and those whose activities were of the more
traditional variety. 23 By virtue of its attention to these
two alternatives, the book acknowledged a relatively recent
social phenomenon: the middle class, working wife. This
issue was surrounded by an ambivalence generating pressure
for both the working wife and her husband. The latter's
attitude was often dependent upon his social and economic
status and his self-image as principle breadwinner.
Women with a college degree or professional training
confronted similar attitudes. By the 1920s, women graduating
from four-year colleges were increasing in numbers. In fact,
between 1900 and 1920, there was nearly a 300 percent
13
increase in the number of B.A.s awarded to women. M.A.s and
Ph.D.s quadrupled during the same period (see Appendix A).
But the mere completion of a degree was no passport to
freedom from sex-stereotyping. Twentieth century American
society found it nearly impossible to ignore the idea of
traditional roles for women. Popular literature of the
period following World War I pondered this dilemma in its
accounts of women who sought increased personal opportunities
and self-fulfillment. Sinclair Lewis focused on this problem
in Main Street
. The main female character in Lewis's book,
Carol Kennicott, states ".
. . if you have got a college
education, you ought to use it for the world." This was met
with the masculine retort "I know, but you can use it just as
well at home." 24 A woman's place was circumscribed by
centuries-old tradition; though the employment barriers had
been lowered somewhat since 1900, an education was an
ineffectual weapon with which to defy that tradition.
In 1927, William A. Nielsen, then president of Smith
College, commented that "the outstanding problem confronting
women is how to reconcile a normal life of marriage and
motherhood with intellectual activity such as her college
education has fitted her for." 25 Those harkening to
President Nielsen's words would be left with few illusions as
to their primary responsibilities. That Nielsen spoke on
behalf of educators throughout the country is clear when one
notes that in 1920 only 12.2 percent of professional women
14
were married. Furthermore, between 1877 and 1924, 75 percent
of all female Ph.D.s were married. 26 This suggests that
opportunities for the employment of middle class wives were
limited, and that educated middle class wives faced a
dichotomy—one that permitted professional or post-secondary
training, but which seemed to contradict itself by also
expecting fulfillment of traditional domestic roles. 27
Married women who either anticipated entering the
workforce or who actually held jobs, found minimal
acceptance. This difficulty can be attributed both to the
ambiguity of their position and to the ambivalence with which
they accepted that ill-defined role. American society gave
nominal approval to working wives who belonged to the lower
class. In an article published in March, 1932, wives in the
"industrial group" (i.e., working class) were supported in
their efforts by their husbands. 28 The economic imperative
was the only reasonable explanation for accepting a working
wife. In contrast, middle class wives were neither
encouraged to seek employment (despite post-secondary
training) nor rewarded when they did, but were constantly
bombarded with reminders of their "proper" place. Even by
the mid-1930s, the lukewarm support available to employed
women of the middle class was reserved for those without
husbands to support them. In 1934, Ruth Waldo, an
advertising executive at J. Walter Thompson in New York City,
expressed her views of the prospects facing married women who
15
anticipated a return to the workplace. "Married women who
have had previous advertising experience often continue very
successfully. If they are very competent, they can sometimes
do this on a free lance basis so that they do not have to be
away from their homes for long and regular hours." 29 Her
implications are clear—women's primary concern should be her
home and family. No allowances were made for a woman who may
have been committed to her career and who wished to combine
that career with marriage. Married middle class women were
apparently faced with an either-or choice.
While not impossible for highly motivated women, many
found the establishment of careers outside the home fraught
with impediments. The most insurmountable of these barriers
took the form of gender discrimination and stereotyping. The
president of the National League of Nursing Education stated
that "nursing is distinctly a woman's vocation." 30 This is
almost automatically relegated it to a lower pay scale than a
career open to male employees as well. The problem of direct
competition with men in the marketplace was underscored by
the statement ". . . when competing with men for a position
or promotion, especially in the industrial world, the
preference will be given to men." 31 In addition, for married
women, as described in Grace Coyle's Jobs and Marriage ,
published in 1928, 32 there were pressures and prejudices to
be faced by all women working outside the home, no matter
what their theory or ideal might be. Until after 1941, when
16
the entrance of the United States into the war expanded
employment opportunities for all American women, working
wives of the middle class were generally unfashionable an
unacceptable
.
One of the chief difficulties facing women in the pre-
World War II years was the belief that they entered the
workforce only out of economic necessity. While this was
perhaps true for a great number of women, the assumption that
women of the middle class lacked commitment or interest in
jobs or careers may have enhanced an already cautious
attitude on the part of employers. Those who might otherwise
have hired middle class women in greater numbers continued to
view them as belonging more appropriately in the home and as
venturing out into the labor force only when absolutely
(i.e., economically) necessary. When they did so, they were
in danger of losing their middle class status; the pressure
to remain "at home" was a two-sided imperative. To consider
outside employment was an acknowledgement of both a fiscal
and a status crisis, affecting not only the wife, but the
entire family, notably the self-image of a husband whose
efforts as breadwinner were inadequate. This difficulty grew
for both husbands and wives during the Depression years, when
unemployment plagued the nation.
But when a job was available to her, the employment of a
single woman of the middle class was acceptable insofar as
she was unlikely to have the responsibilities of home and
17
family. She was expected to marry, eventually, and to leave
her job. The interpretation that a single woman sought
financial security in marriage helped to put middle class
working women in proper perspective. As William Chafe noted,
"labeling a woman's job temporary served as a convenient and
credible explanation for employment." 33 Perhaps married
women, prior to 1941, lent credence to this argument by their
behavior. Married women made up only 16.7 percent of all
female workers in 1940 (see Appendix A). it was certainly
true that these women faced a lack of encouragement when they
contemplated remaining in or returning to a job. Those
defying convention and tradition were most often seen as
followers of financial imperatives. The ambiguity here is
plain—middle class women were welcome in the workforce only
on a temporary basis before World War II. This, despite the
fact that they may have received an education preparing them
for a career and despite the inconsistency that accepted
working class wives and minority women as more or less
permanent members of the labor force.
With America's entrance into the war in December 1941,
the employment picture for women of all classes changed
drastically. During World War II it became a point of
patriotic honor and national necessity for women to work
outside the home. They entered defense plants and other
industrial sites replacing male workers who had joined the
armed services. Even in October 1941, before the bombing of
18
Pearl Harbor, a New York Times article helped persuade the
public that war work was, in fact, appropriate for women.
Suggesting that cartridge inspection was a "natural woman's
job," the article emphasized similarities between defense
industry work and activities traditionally associated with
women. ".
. . .
they sit at benches that might well be
dressing tables, and work with tools no larger than a
manicure set." 3 ^
Women responding to statements like these found that it
was to their advantage: pay scales in war-related work were
excellent, especially since women had previously been limited
to less highly-skilled and less-well-paying jobs. In Mobile,
Alabama, for example, a woman working as a shipbuilder could
earn $37.00 a week, while she would be able to take home only
$21.00 a week as a salesgirl or $14.00 as a waitress. 35
These financial and psychological factors were of a sort
previously unknown to women, and were therefore more
appealing because of its novelty.
Because of war-time needs, the rigid stereotyping that
had severly limited a woman's choice of jobs earlier in the
century became less stringent. 3 ^ But while America's
involvement in World War II provides an explanation of why
six million women (of whom 50 percent were married) entered
the workforce between 1941 and 1946, it is more difficult to
determine the reasons behind the increase in working wives
and mothers after the war, particularly when that group was
19
not among the majority of those employed outside the home
prior to 1941 (see Appendix A).
In a 1951 New York Times Magazine article, Gertrude
Samuels states simply that "they are working for the same
reason that men work—because they need the money." 37
According to Samuels, married middle class women who were
interviewed felt that they were contributing to their home
life by working, rather than detracting from the quality of
that home life. In 1946, Frieda Miller, chief of the Women's
Bureau in Washington, D.C., had suggested that married women
employed during the war were anxious to return to the home
—
providing that their GI husbands could support them. While
this earlier article emphasized women's desires to maintain
the welfare of their families, it also provided Secretary of
Labor Schwe 1 1 enbach a forum in which to express views in
favor of equal pay for equal work so as to enable women to
"choose the way of life that permits them to make their
fullest contribution to the world's upbringing." 38
The attitudes surround the question of the working
middle class wife can perhaps be partially explained by
economic conditions immediately following World War II.
Middle class women had served as needed replacements for
factory workers during the war and had become used to earning
money outside the home. But the double fear of unemployment
for returning GIs and the drastic changes that an absentee
mother suggested for family life haunted those who supported
20
the idea of working wives.
Dire predictions besieged those women who insisted on
combining employment and a family. The team of Ferdinand
Lundberg and Marynia Farnham championed the idea that women,
in order to find true personal fulfillment, needed to
subordinate themselves to their husbands and to be
psychologically dependent upon men. 39 Speaking to Smith
College graduates in 1955, Adlai Stevenson emphasized the
importance of traditional values. 40 Similarly, Dr. Benjamin
Spock, on whose child-rearing book many parents leaned during
the post-war years, was emphatic in his view of a mother's
responsibility to her children. Noting that all children
needed a "steady, loving person" to nurture them, Spock
asserted that "the mother is the best on to give him this
feeling of belonging, safely and surely." 41
The post-war years echoed with admonitions such as
these, contributing to an existing ambivalence accompanying
women who combined a family with outside job responsibilities.
Warnings from social scientists, politicians, and those in
the medical profession were augmented by statements from
leaders in business and industry. Noting a reluctance on the
part of some women to return to the domestic sphere after
World War II, manufacturers made impassioned calls for a
resumption of pre-war employment patterns. As one
conservative industrial leader, J. Earl Schaefer, wrote to
President Eisenhower in 1954, "We all should work closely
21
together in an effort to get our women back in the home where
they, and they more than anyone else, can make it the shrine
it should be and the solid foundation it has been for
building real Americanism." 42
In a desire to restore a family-centered way of life,
men like Schaefer relied on traditional patterns of behavior
within the existing consumer society. By so doing, these
manufacturers and promoters perpetuated the long-established
mode of appealing to women as homemakers, regardless of
whether or not that image was congruent with women's real
activities, goals, and needs.
CHAPTER III
ADVERTISING'S WOMEN
Advertising, between 1890 and 1945, had become the
principle instrument for the manipulation of consumption in
America. The imagery presented in that advertising generally
reflected the needs of society as perceived by those who
wrote the ads. Despite the ambiguity characterizing much of
women's lives and labor in the post-war era, advertising
executives seemed to have no real doubts about what women
were like, what they ought to be, and what they wanted to
become. Throughout the twentieth century, married women were
portrayed in close identification with the home and rarely,
if ever, pictured holding meaningful jobs outside the home.
In addition, advertisers consistently showed these women in
subservient positions, both in their personal relationships
with men and in their roles as homemakers. 4 -*
The range of stereotypes in advertising did not, in most
cases, accurately reflect the society to which it appealed.
This is especially true of women's images. 44 Roles in
advertisements were exaggerated and distorted so that mothers
appeared to suffer from paranoia about germs and dirt, wives
became obsessed with fears of facial wrinkles, and most women
seemed preoccupied with weight loss. The unfortunate outcome
of this barrage of false imagery was that by the post-war era
22
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large numbers of American women had come to accept the
stereotypes as accurate portraits of themselves. 45
Since the early years of this century, advertisers had
appealed to what they felt were women's natural desires and
inclinations. That advertisers responded to a culturally
defined view of female behavior is indisputable, but it is
also true that such definitions tied women closely to home
responsibilities rather than aiding their integration into
the labor force. One important tool advertisers used to
facilitate their abilities to play on the perceived needs of
women was psychology. Despite its relatively recent advent
as a social science, psychology was accepted by a large
number of advertisers even prior to World War I. Walter Dill
Scott emphasized what he felt was a critical factor in
effective advertising and, at the same time, acknowledge the
utility of psychological principles— "Women are, in general,
more susceptible to suggestion than men." 4 ^ According to
Scott, successful advertising to women necessitated an appeal
to female suggestibility rather than to intellect. The
treatment of women of inferior mental creatures concurred
with the need for domestic consumers who acquiescent and
unquestioning identification with the home could provide a
steady market for consumer goods.
The pronouncement, early in the century, of sentiments
such as Scott's helped establish guidelines that advertisers
subsequently seemed to accept without question. Alex
24
Osborn's comments further illustrate how rigid advertisers
views were. "The pastel shades and dainty tints we see most
often in the advertising of toiletries and silks conduct to
the readers' minds an alluring picture of feminine charm." 47
While Osborn's was perhaps an accurate description of some
women, it was surly not universally applicable. The constant
reiteration of this limited image did little to allow for the
development of alternate views. By the 1920s, many women
were attending college, they were more active politically
(the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution was the
result of such activity), and a large number were working
outside the home in professional or business positions. It
can hardly be said that Osborn's concept of feminine charm
led to an awareness of female intellect or individual
capability. The prospective advertisers who studied with the
help of Osborn's textbook were instilled with a single,
inflexible image of women, one that would help perpetuate
their traditionally domestic, and largely passive, role.
From 1930 until 1941, advertisers' depiction of women
remained unchanged. A quiescent portrait of the dutiful,
loving wife and mother was the standard and was used by
promoters of everything from crackers to paint and wallpaper.
With the onset of World War II, that image was redefined, but
only temporarily. Underlying the aggressive messages urging
women to work in support of America's war effort was the
clear understanding that women would relinquish their jobs
25
after the war. This return to the domestic sphere was,
however, dependent upon the returning GI's ability to support
his family on one paycheck (the traditional model for family
financial support— father and husband bringing home the
bacon), and Frieda Miller, Women's Bureau head, emphasized
the fact that women would defer to the male breadwinner's
need in this respect. In a New York Times Magazine article,
Miller asserted that "women workers do not want to get ahead
at the expense of veterans. In fact, they have never
regarded their work as a substitute for that of men." 48
Miller's conclusion that women were returning home after
their tour of duty and content to do so must be qualified in
several ways. To be sure, the percentage of all working
women dropped to 29.8 percent in 1947 after having risen from
27.4 percent in 1940 and 35 percent in 1944 (see Appendix A).
But this attrition did not continue after 1947, as Carl
Degler has pointed out, stating that "in the first year after
the end of the war 2.25 million women gave up their jobs
voluntarily
. . . Many observers, however, were not prepared
for the 2.75 million women workers who joined the labor force
at about the same time the others were leaving." 4 ^ Moreover,
the post-war percentage of women in the workforce was higher
than the 1940 rate suggesting some permanent carry over in
the general wartime boom in employment opportunities for
women
.
In spite of its limitations, Miller's view that women
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would return to the home after the end of the war was a
conventional expectation widely shared by advertisers.
Indeed, at times stereotypical expectations led advertisers
to curious conclusions. Carroll J. Swan, managing editor of
Printers' Ink responded to a McCal l's survey in 1955, and
noted that the magazine had stated that sixteen percent of
advertising men's wives worked outside the home. Swan
observed that this percentage was lower than the national
average for working wives, but his stereotyped expectations
led him to state further that sixteen percent "would seem
high for families in which the breadwinner is at an executive
level." 50
Expectations tended to become self-fulfilling
prophecies. Writing in 1964 former Assistant Secretary of
Labor, Esther Peterson, reported that while many occupations
had opened up for women during World War II, sex-role
stereotyping had prevented easy access to positions not
traditionally associated with women's activities and
abilities. "The 1960 census showed that there were some
women workers in each of the 479 individual occupations
listed, but that is not to say that all fields were readily
open to women . . . The very fact that most newspapers
divide their classified ads into 'Help Wanted-Men' and "Help
Wanted-Women' attests to this fact. When this view is held
by school counselors and teachers, there is little likelihood
that young women will be alerted to the new fields for which
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they might have aptitudes." 51 it was Peterson's contention
that, as late as 1962 the American woman continued to follow
standard patterns of behavior. She asserted that
".
. .
despite concern in many quarters over the number of
wives and mothers in the work force, we are still far from a
situation in which most women work outside the home during
their child-bearing and child-rearing years." 52
During the late 1940s and early 1950s, advertisers and
advertising agencies had supported the conventional view
regarding the place of women in the home and the special
function women held as consumers. Wives and mothers were to
lead the consumption parade, and should they display any
hesitance about playing this role, advertising was to
inculcate them with the idea that buying was a most
appropriate form of behavior. Avon executive Marshall Beuick
attributed much, if not most, of his company's success in
appealing to women as both customers and salespersons to the
fact that "The great majority of them are housewives." 5 ^
Members of this group, he believed, had time to fill, money
to spend, and an interest in enhancing their personal
appearance. That these factors were congruent with the
company's needs helps explain Avon's continued focus on women
as traditionally feminine caretakers rather than career-
oriented professionals.
Similarly, Printers' Ink associate editor Nathan Kelne
revealed the views of some ad executives at J. Walter
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Thompson, a New York agency. in a promotional story aimed at
boosting the flagging profits of Alexander Smith Carpet Co.,
it was suggested that a way to improve business was by
.
.
plying your wife with
. . . sales promotion literature
designed to make your life miserable unless and until you buy
her a new carpet." 54 The reliance here was on the concept of
a wife as the not-so-subtle manipulator, a wife who was
dependent upon her husband's financial success for her
personal satisfaction.
In an apparent attempt to reassure themselves that this
manipulation was, in fact, effective, McCall's gathered 100
women together for what was termed a Congress on Better
Living. By this means, advertisers could monitor to their
satisfaction whether their marketing focus was on target.
They could, in addition, use the results of delegates'
debates in a promotional way. Accordingly, they arranged a
series of discussions for the women, discussions which
centered around "draperies that don't pull shut . . . hard-
to-reach kitchen cabinets." 55 Although the women
participating in these discussions expressed likes and
dislikes concerning their roles as homemakers, one cannot
assume that these roles were their only roles. It is safe to
say, however, that advertisers reading a report from this
Better Living Congress would be inclined to recognize its
delegates as typical American women and to fashion their ad
campaign images in a likeness of these women.
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Advertisers reiterated such narrow views throughout the
1950s in their journals as well as in mass-market magazines.
Otis Lee Wiese, editor and publisher of McCall's
, shared his
impressions of the American woman with Printers' Ink
,
impressions which surely did little to modify convention
att i tudes
.
When the pioneer woman reached for a gun to ward off
the marauding Indian she didn't stop to think that
she belonged to the down-trodden sex. And when
those young women are confronted with the automatic
gadgets— and the push-button tensions— of today's
living, they don't either. The integration of their
grandmother's [sic] mind with the stress of
contemporary life seems to have been thoroughly
accomplished
. 56
The trade journals providing a forum for the exchange of
such ideas had little to gain by suggesting that the selling
approach to women by altered. Advertising agencies and their
clients were satisfied with conditions as they existed
—
products were selling; the ads were doing their job. Gallup
poll findings, the basis for an article in Advertising Age
,
stated that, "according to the study, an 'overwhelming
majority' of Americans— 75%— like advertising, and 65% think
things would be 'more difficult' without it." 57
Clearly, advertising was accepted as a positive agent by
most Americans. Despite its persuasive purposes, there was
little indication that it was viewed during the late 1940s
and into the 1950s as a manipulative, and potentially
suspect, force. 58 It was not until later that critics such
as Vance Packard or Jerry Delia Femina publicly expressed
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criticism and ridicule of advertising strategies which were
designed specifically to manipulate the consumer with little
regard for his or her personal needs. 59
The manipulation in magazine advertisements was both
subtle, in its uses of familiar imagery, and forthright in
its rather stubborn adherence to convention and unwillingness
to encompass new values. Advertisers constantly told each
other about various characteristics of women's personalities
so as to maintain a generic definition acceptable to all, as
in Beuick's Avon article emphasizing the housewife role, or
Kelne's discussion of wives conspiring to persuade their
husbands to buy carpeting. Many of these characteristics
appeared in advertising images. An article in Advertising
Age
,
"When a Woman Shops, What's on Her Mind?," attempted to
illustrate the point that although the American woman was a
caretaker of the home, she neither demanded nor enjoyed a
great deal of autonomy. The article refers to women's
desires to "get home and take care of the kids and everything
else" and that they don't "like to have the paycheck turned
over to" them, implying that women in the 1950s deliberately
abdicated fiscal independence and prefer a subordinate role
within the family.*^ Actual advertisements of the period
bear this out in images which portray wives deferring to
husbands in financial matters as well as in decision-making
about chi ldren.^ 1
Advertisers seemed convinced that women saw themselves
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in this limited role, and by the latter part of the decade,
commercial images of women assumed a rigid quality bordering
on caricature. Speaking at the Second Annual Summer Workshop
on Creativity in Advertising, Charlotte Montgomery gave a
pep-talk to its attendees and outlined ten characteristics of
the "changed woman." She mentioned that this changed woman
was "over resenting her role as a housewife." In addition,
Montgomery stated, "she belongs to a generation that grew up
with detergents
. . . synthetic fabrics
. . . instant
mixes .... You'll have to find more than this to excite
her." Further, "she expects business to serve her richly,
fully, endlessly. She wants specialized products designed
for the
. . .
needs of her family." 62 Clearly, Montgomery,
who eventually became editor of Good Housekeeping Magazine
,
saw no need to question the designation of the American woman
as a housewife, and one is left to ponder exactly what about
that woman had changed compared to previous decades.
Montgomery's description conjures up an image of
voracious consumers who were satiated with mundane, run-of-
the-mill household items. Statements such as "You'll have to
find more than this to excite her" show that producers were
encouraged to design and manufacture goods the sole purpose
of which was to perpetuate high levels of consumption. One
of the most startling examples of the level of success
producers achieved was in the concept of the supermarket.
Shopping in a supermarket in the postwar years was
like walking into an Oriental bazaar. The housewife
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clutched her shopping list as though she were tryingto hold onto her senses as she wheeled a shopping
cart down the canyons of multicolored, multisized,
and raultibranded goods. Everything was 'one grand
shout,' as one researcher described its impact onthe housewife ... 'a more promising promise,' was
the way The Wedge
, an ad agency house organ,
described it. 63
It was estimated that "more than 165 different kinds of
consumer products were in convenient push-button containers
in 1960, which ranged from cream soaps to candy-flavored
vitamins." Also, a marketing study indicated "packages that
featured convenience enjoyed a sales rise of 124% between
1952 and 1956, while competing items with little or no
convenience rose only 10%." 64
A preoccupation with maintaining or increasing sales is
apparent in the comments of Judson Sayer, president of the
Norge Division, Borg-Warner Corporation. They highlight the
problems facing producers— the necessity of continually
cultivating consumers through advertising while at the same
time enhancing production capabilities to meet increased
demand. "Only the ones that have initiative will survive,"
Sayre warned. "We've lost the knack of selling ... if we
sold features, we'd be amazed at how people would buy."
Sayre approached marketing and selling with the belief that
dealers should be given the opportunity to tempt customers
with "something new and different: something demonstrable."
Producers like Judson Sayre, or those concerned with
advertising like Nathan Kelne or Ernest Dichter, were
involved in promoting idealistic standards of behavior, the
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attainment of which were unreachable goals. This careful
application of psychology was so effective that men and women
look to advertising for personal definition. The ideal that
the commercial media presented to the American woman fostered
a perpetual dissatisfaction with her personal reality which,
in turn, encouraged the need to consume—and this was exactly
what advertisers intended.
CHAPTER IV
IMAGES OF WOMEN IN ADVERTISING
Since the late nineteenth century, the face and form of
an attractive woman has proved irresistible to advertisers
hoping to draw attention to their products. By the end of
World War II, the practice of using a female figure in
advertising reached a frequency and sophistication not
previously evident. The following discussion of post-war
advertising easily is divided into several sections, each
concerned with the use of the female form, and each providing
a topical analysis of specific advertisements. These
sections include: sexual object i f icat ion; sex-role
stereotyping; women's maternal and marital roles; and the
division of labor both within the home and in the workplace.
In the post-war period, more than ever before, the aim of
increasing numbers of products was to change, supplement,
glorify or alter a woman's appearance so that she might seem
younger, sweeter, prettier, shaplier, smoother. In the
process of promoting these transformations, the utilization
of a female figure or face for its attraction potential
changed the image of women. This change over time resulted
in an objectified presentation.
Women had initially appeared in advertisements due to
their feminine (albeit stereotypical) charms. By the 1950s,
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the image of woman in advertising, while remaining bound to
traditional role identification, had lost some of the
personal attributes which were formerly relied upon in
selling. in place of personal qualities, there appeared an
image which was in itself becoming a commodity, resulting in
a new conceptualization of what being female really meant.
It remained true that a photo of a beautiful woman often
accompanied ad copy, and this photo was used to attract
attention to the product. However, the nature of the
reader's identification with that photo was assumed to have
changed, and by the post-war period this change can be
detected by an increased emphasis on the per fectabi 1 i ty of
the female face and figure.
By the 1950s, the reader of an advertisement did not see
a woman. The reader saw a faultless object, a symbol of some
desirable condition. This objectif ication was the result of
decades of woman's images appearing as attention-getters in
ads; in many cases an obvious display, but in others, the
ruse was more subtle. In any case, blatant or not, a woman
was often depicted as an object, with a definite emphasis on
her sexual characteristics. The following discussion refers
to advertisements contained in Appendix B.
Magazine advertisements used parts of a woman's body to
draw attention to their products; in the case of Ivory Snow,
legs were the object of both sexual appeal and patriotic
pride. (American women's legs had assumed a mythical
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perfection during the Second World War, due in part to the
numerous pin-up photos of movies stars such as Betty Grable.)
The Ivory Snow ad cleverly teamed economy with vanity, since
nylon stockings were scarce after the war. Use of this soap
was a way to insure the stockings' long life and acted as an
encouragement to women who envisioned themselves with "famous
legs
.
11
Clairol pandered to the desire the attaining physical
perfection. Dissatisfaction with their physical qualities
made some women more susceptible to the promise of
transformation, which was in this case even more personal
than in the ad previously discussed. To realize a dream-like
perfection with the change of one's hair color was surely a
powerful inducement to buy the Clairol product. Those women
who responded by covering grey hair with a rinse or a tint,
or by making a more dramatic change from brunette to blond,
did so under the assumption that they would become someone
more viable than who they already were.
To be attractive was not a wish unique to the post-World
War II era, but it was one which received wider and more
approving coverage by advertisers than in previous years.
Various personal hygiene products emphasized their value in
terms of enhancing sexual attractiveness. Calox tooth powder
promised to make the user "outstanding" and implied that this
quality was a prerequisite for attracting the opposite sex.
In addition, it implied that attractive teeth were sufficient
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to find (and keep) a partner.
Car advertisers were not adverse to the use of a
beautiful woman as an attention-getter. Body by Fisher ads
sponsored by General Motors specified "winning beauty" but
the automobile promotion was downplayed. The car sketch is
somewhat obscure, bearing little relation to the center page
photo of the young women. The latter's relevance to the
phrase "Body by Fisher" is both minimal and subliminal. 66
The caption under the Shaler Oil Company ad is another
example of car ownership and maintenance as a sexual
metaphor. This motor oil advertisement was undeniably
suggestive in its presentation and referred to the woman in
the photo as an object from which to expect a certain
performance. There was little regard for her human
qualities; as an individual, her appeal rested in her
passivity and the fact that she could be manipulated as
easily as the car in which she was seated.
Manufacturing companies found an effective approach in
advertising by depicting role stereotypes—objectifying women
and thereby minimizing their human qualities. The emphasis
on femininity in the ad for Cyana fabric finishes stressed
identification with a narrow, traditionally feminine
definition of women's roles.
Transmission of traditional values from mother to
daughter was encouraged by this and similar ads showing women
and girls dressed in identical outfits. The readers was
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expected to identify with a mass-produced style and to eschew
individual preference in dress or behavior.
Appeals to a desire for conformity or the desire to be
more acceptable in the eyes of others form the basis for ads
promising women a more youthful appearance. As a sexual
object, a woman could not afford to age, therefore Helena
Rubenstein's statement that "women over 35 can look younger"
by using certain cosmetics appealed to women convinced of
their physical shortcomings. Ads like this one emphasize the
desirability of a more youthful appearance and suggest that
the most important thing a woman could do to ensure a
successful marriage was to look young. Since a woman was
merely an object, only appearance mattered.
In the United States, a preoccupation with youth and
staying young was a necessary precondition for selling large
quantities of cosmetic products. Germaine Monteil understood
this and their advertisements stressed the youth-retaining
properties of their body lotion. Fear of age and resultant
loss if sexual appeal was behind the success of such ads
emphasizing a product's rejuvenating abilities, both
perpetuating and supposedly solving the problems associated
with age.
Sexual attractiveness was the focal point of
objectif ication. In order to be attractive, one was obliged
to cover up one's human frailties and inconsistencies. Only
by meeting the standards catalogued by advertisers could one
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hope to be beautiful or desirable. Listerine had found most
people responsive to the campaign against "halitosis" earlier
in the century, and continued to make extravagant claims for
their mouthwash right up through the 1950s. The photo
accompanying this ad shows a glamorous woman suggesting that
Listerine is responsible for her sexual appeal. To be
charming in the eyes of others is the most sought-after
quality; attributes such as humor, intelligence, kindness,
are of secondary importance. Charm, it was suggested by the
makers of Listerine, could be found in a bottle of their
best-selling product.
A woman was not limited to cosmetics or personal care
products in her search for physical appeal and perfection.
She could rely on Pepsi-Cola to ensure a slender, trim body
which, according to the ad, was the ideal. A woman might
guarantee her happiness by drinking Pepsi, since she would
then reach perfection.
In the event that soft drinks failed to bring about the
desired "flattering lines," it was possible to improve one's
shape by other means. Warner's advertised a long-line bra
which tried to create a new standard of physical perfection.
This long-line bra would minimize mid-torso bulge and help a
woman achieve a smooth, thinly curvaceous figure. It tried
to force a feeling of personal inadequacy and the prompt the
purchase of an undergarment designed to make a more "womanly"
figure. The ad suggested that specific physical traits were
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imperative for a woman to be considered attractive. It
reinforced the concept that external, artificial forces could
provide a woman with sexual success by relying on deception.
In stressing the artificial, the ad underlined the absurdity
of its goal since it created a fantasy to which all women
might aspire but which was impossible to realize without the
Warner's product.
Appeals to a woman's sense of personal worth and sexual
attractiveness were accompanied, as well, by an emphasis on
women's maternal role. Advertisers recognized the
opportunities offered by appeals to the maternal instinct (an
instinct that advertisers were a 1 1 -too-wi 1 1 ing to enlarge
upon), and by the 1950s there was no mistaking the emphasis
on being a perfect mother. As with standards of physical
beauty, the criteria for faultless performance as a mother
ensured a continual striving to "do better." There seemed to
be almost no way that a mother could achieve the standard set
for her by advertisers. She was continually admonished to
provide more nutritious meals, cleaner clothes, a safer
environment, all in the name of Motherhood. Advertisements
of the period played on a woman's sense of responsibility to
her children, a fact illuminated in Drano ads which made
certain that a germ-free environment was imperative. The
suggestion that a child's health might otherwise suffer was
implicit in these ads which were the outgrowth of a focus on
scientific management of the family. This "domestic science"
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had its origins in the early twentieth century. Sociologists
Alva Myrdal and Viola Klein stated unequivocally that a "cult
of Homemaking and Motherhood is fostered by press and
propaganda,"" in referring to such a focus. Likewise, they
suggested that a built-in contradiction existed in
advertising's encouraging women to utilize all of the time-
saving items on the market. For although advertisements
suggested that these labor-saving device and products might
be improvements, there was a hidden message. Basically, this
was that wives and mothers were ultimately to be held
accountable personal ly for the quality of their family life.
They could not expect to cut corners without having caused a
definite qualitative deprivation. "Though glossy journals
may be full of alluring advertisements illustrating luscious
dishes prepared in a jiffy out of a tin, there is,
nevertheless, still a certain stigma attached to the use of a
tin-opener as a kitchen utensil." 68
In a related discussion of advertiser's attempts to
endorse more convincingly a woman's domestic role, Betty
Friedan stated, "For fifteen years and longer, there has been
a propaganda campaign, as unanimous in this democratic nation
as in the most efficient of dictatorships, to give women
'prestige' as housewives." 69 Her chapter, "The Sexual Sell"
in The Feminine Mystique explores the connection between
American business' need for consumers and the plight which
Friedan perceived women to be in during the 1950s. "Someone
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must have figured out that women will buy more things if they
are kept in the underused, nameless-yearning, energy-to-get-
rid-of state of being housewives." 70
Entwined with women's housewifely role, their maternal
role received similar attention from advertisers. One result
of the 'cult of Homemaking and Motherhood' which grew out of
that attention was certainly the ubiquitous Baby and Child
Care, by Dr. Benjamin Spock, first appearing in 1946. In
this volume, Spock clearly stated objections to working
mothers and provided detailed guidelines for parental
behavior. 71 It is little wonder that advertisements
appealing to the maternal role relied on standards which had
been previously established and subtly, but rigidly codified
to a degree which required continual self-evaluation and
improvement on the part of American mothers.
Along with the sanitary environment promoted by Drano
products, the importance of clean clothes was emphasized. In
the Rinso ad, the mother of identical twins felt that her
reputation as a careful, responsible parent was dependent
upon the condition of her children's clothing. The mother's
identity was connected to the physical perfection of those
clothes, and as such she was obliged to spend endless hours
trying to prove herself by laundering and ironing. The
forcefulness of the message is particularly apparent in the
Rinse ad due, in part, to the gimmick of "twin-ness" which
required twice the work (but which would, presumably, render
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her a doubly effective mother).
The portrayal of motherhood as a vital, necessary
activity was accomplished by ads for various food products as
well. in the Sunkist ad, it is clear that a woman was
expected to have planned carefully for her family's health
and nutritional welfare. Food preparation was clearly
defined as a woman's job; advertisers were appealing to
traditional definitions of mother hood, and by so doing, were
reinforcing those boundaries. In the case of the Sunkist ad,
the mother would have been blamed if her family's diet had
been found lacking. The message was unmistakable— the
maternal role (with which many if not most women in the post-
war period identified)—required constant vigilance and
selfless dedication.
The seriousness of the task was underscored by the United
Fruit Company ad which appealed to a scientific, rational
approach to child-rearing. Motherhood and a woman's
identification with that role was closely tied to the desire
to be a perfect parent. In this ad, the woman could not
afford to ignore any aspect of her child's development, since
misinformation could lead to future health problems, problems
for which she would then be held responsible. (It is
interesting to note that in this, as in the majority of ads
of this period, the medical authority is a male.)
Another traditionally maternal activity has been the
furnishing of clothes for the family. The contemporary woman
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continued this pattern of buying new clothes for different
seasons, thus satisfying conventional mandates for her
behavior as well as serving the needs of a consumer society.
Ads such as the McCall's promotional served to underscore the
traditional mothering role and suggested that a woman unable
or unwilling to shop for her family's clothes could easily be
castigated by society for being unfit.
In addition to illustrating the various ways in which a
woman could be a better mother, ads showed how husbands and
wives were expected to act toward one another. By using
pictures showing husbands and wives in different settings, or
by descriptions of the treatment of or by spouses, ads
attempted to sell a product via an appeal to the readers'
interest in their marriages. Generally, if a product could
be described as nuptially beneficial, the advertiser could
hope for a positive response to that product. Sometimes an
ad merely implied the attitudes of husbands and wives through
pictures rather than stating the connection between the
product and the marriage. In this case, the reader was
expected to identify with models representing a married
couple. But no matter whether they used photographs or copy,
it is certain that ads reinforced many traditional values and
helped to perpetuate specific behavior stereotypes such as
the frivolous wife or the husband who was all thumbs in the
ki tchen
.
In some ads, the relationship between husband and wife
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appeared to be similar to that between parent and child. m
others, there is a clear indication of an adolescent
narcissism in which the wife is constantly fearful that she
will not be beautiful and will therefore not please her
husband. This is directly connected to advertising's
emphasis on perfection in the female face or figure. A wife
who is lovely to look at (lovely being defined by fashion
magazines, ads for cosmetics, and similar authorities) would
presumably be better able to retain her husband's affection.
Most ads which focused on this attraction between man and
wife did so with a blithe disregard for any other facets of
the relationship; an attractive physical appearance was
promoted as crucial, particularly for the woman. This can be
clearly seen in the Universal Laboratories' advertisement for
Beauty in the Morning facial cleanser. This ad implied that
a husband's attention could be guaranteed by the use of a
particular cream. Women are characterized with an emotional
dependence on their husbands, a reliance which was only
encouraged by the accompanying copy. In addition to the
infantile attachment of a husband, the woman in the target
audience must have been viewed as having considerable leisure
time; the most pressing thought for the entire afternoon
concerns 'the dreaded phone call.' Ads like this one
encouraged a woman's constant concern with her appearance,
and further obscured the obvious fact that her personality
was also a factor contributing to the success or failure of
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her marriage. Far from drawing him 'right home night after
night/ one might argue that a woman's obsession with
physical perfection could repel a husband. This point seems
to have been entirely obscured by the ad in question.
This simplistic approach was taken by many cosmetic and
toiletry companies; among them, Jergens, whose lotion was
supposedly endowed with the power to 'keep your husband
faithful.' The fact that smooth hands might not have been
enough to ensure the stability of a marriage was carefully
and judiciously avoided by the creators of the ad, who
apparently assumed that women buying Jergens lotion were
purchasing security along with the hand cream.
The parent-child aspect of the marital relationship was
given full coverage by Gold Bond Building Products in an
advertisement for kitchen remodeling. In it, there is a
clear suggestion that a woman who acts like a child will be
granted certain material pleasures. This fostered the idea
of an unequal partnership in which a male benefactor rewards
the female recipient for her behavior. There can be little
question that a mature couple would find this type of
relationship unacceptable by today's standards. That such a
connection was openly advocated by advertisers suggests that
it was considered acceptable, since most marketers surveyed
attitudes and preferences of potential customers before
launching an ad campaign. The Gold Bond ad was an accurate
reflection of how advertisers viewed couple behavior during
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the post-war period and this view, whether totally accurate
or a distortion, was certainly among the factors and forces
which perpetuated the idea of a woman as a helpless, child-
like creature in need of direction.
While it is not unusual for an insurance company to
emphasize the security engendered by the sale of its product
or service, it is telling that the Prudential advertisement
ties the notion of security to the concept of a girlish,
unprotected wife. The ad clearly portrays a husband as the
provider and protector relegating the wife to a passive role.
It is obvious that wives were viewed as having no resources
upon which to draw in the event of their husbands' death;
their dependence on a husbands' income is both emotional (the
need for security found externally) and financial (the need
for an income generated by someone else). Ruel McDaniel
addresses the financial issues in Printers' Ink in a article
which describes a sales contest, the success of which was
directly related to the pressure wives brought to bear on
their salesmen husbands. "The more hubby sells, the better
chance she has of winning a new car."^ Women as described
here were in a powerless financial situation which would only
exacerbate their emotional helplessness.
A wife's dependence on her husband was a theme utilized
by many advertisers. In the Pacific fabrics ads, the
implication was plain and simple: without a wife's careful
attention to the fabric of her husband's suit, both his and
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her future might be in jeopardy. If the husband failed, the
wife would also fail—her identity was submerged and over-
shadowed by his. Clearly, a wife had little chance of
establishing herself as an independent person due to her
social, financial and emotional reliance on her spouse.
The division of labor in the family is illuminated in a
KitchenAid dishwasher advertisement. This ad emphasized the
need for cooperation and partnership, an unusual angle in
that it acknowledged the barriers that traditionally existed
between husband and wife in terms of their roles. The
advertiser appears to minimize the rigid division of labor by
the means of an egalitarian appliance in the kitchen. In a
less obvious way the ad promotes a newer, suburban lifestyle
emphasizing casual entertainment and a degree of affluence.
There is a suggestion that this newer lifestyle was the
harbinger of a newer type of marriage in which both partners
could share equally.
The wives who purchased various cosmetics or creams in
the hopes of improving their marriages also were persuaded to
buy certain products so as to get approval from their
husbands. The Owens-Illinois advertisement (a bottle
company) assumes that wives want their husbands' approval,
and will do, say, or buy, anything in order to garner such
approval. The wife in the ad is very much a propitiating
figure; she is a person who does things in order to please
another. The unwritten message is that this is appropriate
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and acceptable behavior in a wife.
Ads did more than infer which behavior was appropriate
for wives or for husbands; advertisers often made very clear
the sexual division of labor within the home and the family.
Many of the post-war ads were based on traditional
assumptions about male and female activities. Wives were
generally thought of and portrayed as nurturers, as
subordinate, as being invested in the care of the home. But
there were limits to domestic activities, and in the
Kellogg's ad, promoting cereal energy, men and women clearly
do not share tasks. The wife engaged in safe, domestic
chores while the husband took his strength and skill outside
where he chopped down trees. His is the active, vigorous
role; hers is one of passivity and more covert vitality.
'Like any woman, I dreamed of new conveniences in my new
refrigerator.' This ad for Servel gas refrigerators shows
both husband and wife purchasing the appliance together, but
each having separate and very different thoughts concerning
reasons for the purchase. Each considers the refrigerator in
terms of his or her sphere of labor within the home. The
wife anticipates fulfillment now that she has a convenient
new refrigerator. The husband concerns himself with the
repair aspects of the appliance rather than food preparation
and storage. It is obvious that he considers it his wife's
responsibility to manage the family meals. She, likewise,
relegates upkeep and maintenance to him.
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Other traditionally feminine tasks within the home have
to do with the care of family clothing, and the All laundry
detergent advertisement plays on a woman's sense of
responsibility for this. The woman in the ad is placed in a
position of having to apologize for time spent away from her
home, and it is obvious that women reading the ad would be
expected to identify with the guilt feelings expressed. The
underlying assumption is clear—woman's work is in the home;
it is distasteful, and it is endless.
Along with household chores and the responsibility of
overseeing her family's physical environment, the wife and
mother of the post-war period was expected to take care of
social obligations. The Remington Rand advertisement makes
the tasks clear, and just as succinctly emphasizes the
woman's restricted sphere. She is charged with the smooth-
running of the home, a person whose day is filled with
miscellaneous duties which leave her little or no time to
exercise individual options or inclinations.
The woman's role as homemaker was emphasized in the Bell
telephone ad showing wives in the kitchen when doing their
work. In this ad, the husband is again shown as the bestower
of gifts, and the person on whom a wife is dependent. The
telephone ads consistantly portrayed women in a home-making
capacity so as to provide an easily identifiable model, and
attempted to enhance that model role by promoting a product
which would make the jobs associated with it more enjoyable.
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With respect to her responsibility for keeping a house
clean, a woman was given many encouraging images against
which to measure herself. The proliferation of cleanser ads
was no exception. The Bon Ami company was diligent in
presenting wives with many justifications for buying its
products. It is apparent that wives were expected to be
either capable or attractive. One could not hope to achieve
both beauty and capability. The idea that house cleaning was
not a task for husbands comes across clearly in this ad. It
is clear that women were limited in their self-expression to
certain prescribed roles, and that these women could hope for
little in terms of more than one identifying characteristic
or quality.
That a woman was bound be certain conventional ideas
concerning her behavior as a wife an mother comes through
clearly in the De Soto ad. Again, a picture of a woman's day
illustrates her primary responsibilities—nurturing tasks.
The ad also presents a standard of relative affluence:
purebred dogs, comfortable suburban living. This was a
lifestyle which contained an inherent leisure for a woman who
was not obliged to work outside the home. As such the ad
presents an ideal rather than a reflection of reality, if one
can rely on employment statistics for information about
working wives.
Sexual division of labor within the home and family was
matched by similar stereotyping in the workplace outside
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domestic confines. it is obvious that advertisers were
unwilling or unable to view women in other than traditional
employment: these acceptable, traditional positions included
clerical jobs, teaching, nursing, home economy, unskilled
labor. Swift and Company devoted much of an ad to praise
Martha Logan, their resident home-economist. Martha Logan
was a motherly type, and this corporation was able to
convince the public that women belonged in a traditional
role, one that emphasized feminine capabilities. A home
economist position supposedly professionalized homemaking.
This was reflected in the upsurge of college home-economics
courses offered across the nation.
In the FTD ad, nursing is promoted as an appropriate
career for women. It states that 'Your training covers many
interesting subjects that will prove valuable to your career
as a nurse and to a happy home life when you marry,' and
suggests that marriage is the ultimate career for all women.
While reinforcing sex-segregation in the medical field, this
advertisement also indicates that women were expected to
marry, relinquishing their career for matrimony. The
profession of nursing would supplement a woman's skills and
add to her ultimate accomplishment—marriage—without
supplanting it in terms of importance or priority.
There were only limited opportunities open to middle
class women who wished (or found it necessary) to work
outside the home, at least according to conventional
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standards portrayed in advertising during the post-war
period. The Silver Counselor ad acknowledges the need or
desire to work outside the home, but it definitely encourages
women to seek a job allowing them to use their feminine
capabilities. Selling to other women, in their homes,
appeared to be a less threatening alternative than actually
entering a factory or a business office, both of which were
alternatives open to women with limited skills. It seems
that women were thought of as needing some sheltered type of
employment, implying that competition, pressure, and the
demands of work requiring contact with a wide-range of people
were degrading or distasteful.
An ad clearly illustrating female subordination is the
Western Electric ad. The assembly line is all female, in one
respect predictable in that these jobs are held in relatively
low esteem and pay very little.
'The O'Sullivans at home 1 is illustrative of limits
imposed on women in the workplace and at home. The woman is
in a support position acceptable for a female but out of the
question for any of the men in the photography. In addition
to the woman's job outside the home, it is clear that the
traditional domestic responsibilities must also be shouldered
by the woman. Pouring coffee is an indicator of her real
priority— the home. These wifely tasks are taken care of
before she goes to work, giving the clear impression that her
work outside the home is secondary in importance.
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Ads showing women in clerical positions were unanimous in
their assessment of female capabilities and limitations. The
Burroughs Calculator ad shows, by means of an accompanying
photo, the division of labor which existed in the business
office. None of the Burroughs ads, not any other office
machinery ads of the period, showed a woman in a supervisory
position or a man in a clerical position. This ad states
that women are only acceptable in low-level, support
positions requiring little independent decision-making and
which return relatively little in terms of prestige or
financial reward.
Advertising reflected and reinforced larger assumptions
about women's capabilities when it failed to show working
women in positions of any real power or importance. It
further supported inferences contained in other categories of
advertising: that a woman's most important job was the one
that she did inside the home.
The way that advertisers depicted women in the work force
can be considered simply another way of perpetuating
traditional views about where women's true occupations were
to be found. As Ashley Montagu indicated in 1958, "being a
good wife, a good mother, in short, a good homemaker is the
most important of all occupations in the world ... no woman
with a husband and small children can hold a full-time job
7 3
and be a good homemaker at one and the same time. J
Clearly, advertisers ascribed to this line of thinking when
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presenting images of women in the work force during the post
war years. They intended that those images would in no way
detract from 'that most important of all occupations' nor
seriously contradict the imagery so carefully drawn to
encourage the preservation of a domestic role for women.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The issues basic to this study are not new ones. Woman's
place in society, particularly a modern industrial society,
has long been the subject of debate. Likewise, advertising
has endured careful, if sporadic, scrutiny since its
inception. Despite the skepticism which accompanied its
early efforts, advertising grew rapidly into a multi-million
dollar business with advantages so obvious that it had few
detractors by the 1920s. There exist, however, relatively
few assessment of the combined impact of rapid, post-war
economic expansion in America on the institution of mass
advertising and on the role of women as affected by that
institution. For it is clear that women's lives were changed
irrevocably by World War II and America's subsequent
enjoyment of rapid technological advances. It is equally
obvious that advertising was insensitive to the adjustments
that society in general, and women specifically, were making
after the war.
While advertisers contributed to the public statements
assuming women's return to the home after 1946, reality
proved that married women with children were flocking to the
workplace in record numbers. The imagery with which
producers and advertisers alike approached marketing and the
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engineering of consumption had, by the post-war years,
reached proportions obscuring this fundamental change in
women's behavior. The result was an inconsistency which can
be described, at best, as a double standard. In retrospect
it seems relatively simple to point to advertisers as one of
the major causes of women's confusion and unrest which
culminated in the strident protests of the 1960s and beyond.
One of the historian's tasks is to be able to assess certain
facts and draw conclusions based on those facts. In this
case, one cannot avoid the conclusion that, in their
eagerness to avoid post-war recession and with an
understandable desire to promote an ideal America,
advertisers nevertheless served the American woman very
poorly. Striving to convince society that women could be
most effective members of that society in the role of
housewife and mother, advertisers deliberately misrepresented
American women to a distinct disadvantage.
Failure to observe changes in lifestyles after the war
seems to be connected to the need to insure a market for
consumer goods. While in advertisers' eyes it was critical
to the national economy to maintain production and
consumption levels, it was not possible for all American
families to consume without a wife's financial contributions.
Hence, the double standard. A woman was told by advertisers
to purchase an increasingly spell-binding array of goods so
as not to cheat her family. But the only way for her to do
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this was by going to work outside the home, thereby
(according to advertising's imagery) cheating her family in
another way. It is this paradox which emerges from an
analysis of advertising in the post-war period. Those
responsible for creating ads during this time can scarcely be
held individually responsible for he difficulties facing
women in contemporary America. But advertising as an
institution that transmits cultural images can be taken to
task for its failure to project accurate reflections of the
society it purports to replicate. Advertising perpetuates a
large body of conventional behavior patterns; standards and
values which are an integral part of the culture. But it is
clear that when an institution such as advertising avoids
certain images in preference for others questions must be
raised as to the rationale behind that avoidance.
Herein rests the value of continued study into the role
that advertising plays in the distortion of the American
woman's reality. Since until now this particular
juxtaposition of advertisements and women's roles has
received only minimal treatment, its investigation will
further de-mystify the issue of the commercial media's impact
on society.
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Table 1
Wholesale Price Indexes, All Commodities
1940 40. 5
1945 54.6
1947 76. 5
1950 81.8
1951 91.1
1952 88.6
1953 87.4
1954 87.6
1955 87. 8
1956 90.7
1957 93. 3
1958 94.6
1959 94. 8
1960 94.9
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970
,
series E 23-39.
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Table 2
Gross National Product
(in billions of dollars)
1940
1945
1947
1950
1955
1960
99.7
211.9
231.3
284 .8
398.0
503.7
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970 y
series F 32-46 ~~~
Table 3
Median Money Wage or Salary Income of Primary Families
(families with male head, married, husband present)
1939 1,319
1947 3,042
1949 *3 1 OA
1950 3,486
1951 3,773
1953 4,324
1954 4,286
1955 4,467
1956 4,858
1957 5,033
1958 5,107
1959 5,478
1960 5,688
SOURCE : Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970,
series G 353-371
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Table 4
Personal Consumption Expenditures
IcaC HouseholdFood Clothing Durables
1 Q A AJ.
_7 f* O 4 9,018 18, 796 7,516
1 Q A *7JL :7 ft /
1 17 *i O
54,405
56 , 061
19 , 344
20, 654
9,532
10,4161949-i- ^ J ** / LIZ 19,824 9, 835
1950 55,238 20,125 11,5311951 61, 507 21, 690 11,964
1952 64, 369 22,416 11,752
1953 65,241 22, 527 12,101
1954 66,213 22,532 12,026
1955 67,942 23,976 13,781
1956 71,237 25, 107 14, 554
1957 75, 566 25, 339 14 , 344
1958 76, 599 26,435 14, 314
1959 77,679 28, 221 15,443
1960 79,500 28,952 15, 447
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970,
series G 191-218
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Tab
Clerical and K
(female, in
le 5
indred Workers
thousands)
1900 212,000
1910 688,000
1920 1, 614,000
1930 2,246,000
1940 2,700,000
1950 4, 502, 000
1960 6,497,000
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970
,
series D 182-232 ~~
Table 6
Women Receiving Degrees from
4 Year U.S. Colleges and Universities
Year B.A, M.A • Ph.D
1900 5,,237 303 231910 8,.437 558 44
1920 16,,642 If 294 93
1930 48, , 869 6, 044 353
1940 76,,954 10, 233 429
1950 103, , 217 16, 963 643
1960 138,,377 25, 727 1,028
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970
,
series H 751-765
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Table 7
Total Female Population in the U.S
Year Single Married
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
8,319
9, 826
10,608
12,465
13,963
11,139
12,295
, 285
,911
, 384
,795
,000
,000
, 000
13, 784
17,667
21, 301
26,159
30,090
37,633
42,575
, 538
,119
,014
,771
,000
,000
,000
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970
,
series A 160-171 ~
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Table 8
Total Female Workforce in the U.S.
(age 14 or older)
Year Single Mar r ied
1900 3,307,000 769,000
1910 4 , 602, 000 1,891,000
1920 6,427,000 1,920,000
1930 5,735,000 3,071,000
1940 6,710,000 5,040,000
1950 5,621,000 9,273,000
1960 5,401,000 13,485,000
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970,
series D 49-62
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Table 9
Total Female Workforce in the U.S.
As a Percentage of the Total Female Population
Year Single Mar r ied
1900 43.5 5.6
1910 51.1 10.7
1920 46.4 9.0
1930 50.5 11.7
194 ° 48.1 16.7
1950 50.5 24.8
1960 44.1 31.7
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970,
series D 49-62
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Table 10
Married Women in the Labor Force
(husband present, in thousands)
With children
6-17 years
With children
under 6 years
1948 1,927 1,226
1949 2,130 1,285
1950 2,205 1,399
1951 2,400 1,670
1952 2,492 1,688
1953 2,749 1,884
1954 3,019 1,808
1955 3,183 2,012
1956 3,384 2,048
1957 3,517 2,208
1958 3,714 2, 399
1959 4,055 2,471
1960 4,087 4,474
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970
,
series D 63-74
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Table 11
Labor Force Participation Rate for Married Women
(husband present)
With chi ldren
6-17 years
With children
under 6 years
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
26. 0
27. 3
28. 3
30. 3
31. 1
32. 2
33. 2
34. 7
36. 4
36. 6
37. 6
39. 8
39. 0
10. 8
11. 0
11. 9
14. 0
13. 9
15. 5
14. 9
16. 2
15. 9
17. 0
18. 2
18. 7
18. 6
SOURCE: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970,
series D 63-84
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GIVE THEVI
"Precious Nylons!
Longer Life WITH AVIXZI\G
COOL-WATER IVORY S\OW
Longer Lift
NEW! different:
It carries stocking protection
a step farther!
-•mi. mietv>lwice nvlons jrc Itack oa
those ftmoui \mencan lew. she
help* keep ihem coior-ltriuitl
. . .
^
^^V >/'
rotar-nght for tier new "Vintage Reii**
frock with Ivor* snow! Ivorv snow care ever* ma
ituarti* color an<t fit
.
.
. means longer itockintu
tool Different from cake *oap« . . . newer ini
(take toapt . . . (bote trraaai**
'^aowWropa
-
' make instant mate
ukewarm water—wren in coot irwr
Safe suut that «*arr» protection a step lariheria
soapt not Jvnrv-cniltJ. Lun$j*r iifm tor
itockioas! Wonderful Ivorv Snow!
of£e/*Soap £/4e///
4
Ivory Snow i* the only % *
soap that is both
j
J
^
«?- /n quxck-utdnnM] gran* i 1
Fallot* itrnnw cm <A«
IWT ««'< MM •/
FOR X\tO\S RAYONS $IIH$, WOOIEMS
Woman's Home Companion, August, 1946
84
.
*
•
xnorr often Onro^'s* oiamffficenr color adsMtemggt,
• Hi unuiCt. fordiixx^sbada zn-naconiyuKmr
DMBVaBoUngf bar ""Mr nature s. most exciting shades.
Is tneSpsridmg Sberryf head, picmreav Qarrol mwh^
one at the rarest shade* in oatnre,...a glorious light
Aufaom. fc*s typical of Chirvi't coior triumphr. It typines
men love ta see in x woman's hair.
y+- Aa^Oairoi's 23 oobrfr theses one jast at cnrmrncly
right- far yoa, as for the girl in die. picture.
And remember, Oairoi is also good for the hair oecanse it
Ttcoodrtionst anddeanses as it tints every gray or. drab ham
Scanty note : Yoar hair color keynotes yoar ODBpfflSfoa
. . .make-up to your r*rv#- h^muue. Write for rrec ooo*jet.
*U Seereer for Beamfal Hi**' V
Gaaol lac. Dept. 2T 0r Stamford; Conn.
Woman's Home Companion / October , 194 6
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BETTER BY PAR
Thousands of dollars in university scholarships and rash
awards for
best miniature \apoleonic coarhes or model cars
uiomitted bvboy
it/ 12-19 van inclusive. For information, write: Fisher
tSodv
CraftmanS Quid. General Motors Bide., Detroit 2, Michigan.
WINNING BEAUT?
It's good to know you've picked a
winner — as you have when your
choice is a car with Bodv by Fisher.
You're confident its smartness is
better bv far. You are certain, too.
of- the ultimate in comfort and
-•afetv — of security assured bv
Bodv by Fisher's Unisteel con-
struction.
Be sure there's a Body by Fisher
emblem on the new car you re
considering. It symbolizes an
achievement made possible b\
devotion to fine coachcratt lor
more than 38 vears.
You get Body by Fisher
only on
GENERAL MOTORS CARS
CMEVHOieT • PONT1AC
OlDSMOULE « >UICK • CAOUL»C
. r r - I"
194b Buick 5up*r **an*
0« MM An HtNUY J. TAYIO*. coart la
tar
Saturday Evening Post, October, 1946
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Change to
CALOX
for the
'tottuy
on your smile
To make your smile outstandingly
attractive, you need firm cums as
well as bright, sparkling teeth.
Calox Tooth Powder works two
ways to tone up your smile:
1. Calox helps remove dull 61m
...and hring out all the nat-
ural lustre of your teeth.
1 Dentists say massaging gums
is most beneficial. Special in-
gredients in Calox encourage
regular massage ... which has
a stimula ting, tonic effect on
vour gums .. .helps keep them
firm and rosy.
Tone up your smile. ..with Calox!
MCKESSON 4 BOBBINS. INC.,
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
Saturday Evening Post , November, 1946
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i •- - v,
Q
MORE POWER and a
SMOOTHER ENGINE
» ".-..•V»-H.
RISLONE, the Oil Alloy:—
Frees Sticking Valves.
Restores Lost Compression and Power.
Facilitates Quick Starting and
Improves Acceleration.
Permits Driving New Cars At Normal
Speeds Immediately.
Prolongs Engine Life.
Assures a Quieter,
Smoother Running Engine.
Have RISLONE added to your regular engine oil today
and whenever having an oil change— at the better garages
and filling stations.
r
Saturday Evening Post
,
July, 194 8
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play
time...
is time to play safe. ..with Cyana* Finishes
All the girls are being more feminine this year. So
these new Fuller-knit prints offer not just beautv
but lasting protection. First, there's fabulous
Cyana Shrinkage Control that lasts washing after
washing. And for 'he truly fastidious, Cyana
Purifying Finish -the only durable treatment
of its kind -gives garments lasting freshness,
even in warmest weather, up to fifty washings.
Mother's dress by LoomtogB. Daughter'* "Sunny
Lee'' dress by Borgenicht. Available at Lord &
Taylor in New York, and other leading depart-
ment stores throughout the country.
American Cyanamitl Company • Temle Chemical* Department 111 West 40 St.. New York. N.Y.
PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD'S FINEST TEXTILE CHEMICALS
The New Yorker, December, 1958
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HOW WOMEN OVER 35 CAN LOOKIf
A Frank Statement
about
Estrogenic Hormones
by Helena Rubinstein
I mw UurWMM • art il.. m«4
rffrt II » t-,,,i. s.i ili.nt.rml for
lirl|MM|| MMHM «. I..-.L n>n*|. V
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Ill, Hit- t li 4||t I ,,,»,,
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I ilto- ill., i, m, |*r H m\ t ,.| (J („, Blrfun|
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Oumjtic Proof
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Important to Women Over 35
II |Ml III ulM Ikm (•» NIM I |i ilw. il.«|
(•ii ii rinubfi Ar«f<a ir, i,«t'A inii.p ••/•
»»«'i. r
,
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» •Mr VliUI
-km. a. lltr .I.-I..I. ni>..i|,il,
~fultri /••< Mfl*ll/llf, MUTf Itmnfihl"
Life f January f 1950
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Super-Smooth body lotion
. . . the easiest, quickest way to keep your skin from growing old before its time.
Steam heat, harsh water, or exposure to sun and wind rob the skin of youthful moisture
Super-Smooth Body Lotion puts it back.
Use it daily all over your body after your bath and watch your skin grow softer, smoother,
The New Yorker, June, 1956
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Uxnit her there seems 10 be a fastidious freshness, a lasting sweetness that
,
is sd much a part nf her charm. Like iuan> another popular woman
she knows that halitosis (unpleasant breath) could cancel all her
her good points
.
. and so, ListcriliC Antiseptic, morning and night, and
before any date, has become a ritual never, never to he omitted. Perhaps
should be one for vou. also. Unpleasant breath, you know , may he
absent one day and present t lie next . . and without your
realizing it And. when this condition is not of systemic origin, there is no
re efficient, more delightful or i \'fra*(ttrrj'ui precaution acamst
• iiTcmling than trustworthy I.istcrtne Antiseptic.
Life
,
January, 19 50
92
eptember , 1958
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W Take WARNER'S
• i >. •
to your bosom, da rli n#, for
fashion's higher, rounded look
If*
.
The perfect partnership for the Hp-most
in fashion— you and Warner's. Especially true
this fall, wlien the emphasis I and it's about time)
is back to the bosom . . . the lusher, rounder one
ihown here so elegantly abovr (he dome skirt
/of Harvey Berin'a Ice Blue Utantilly lace
over satin. Warner's*, as alwuvs, gives fashion
the lift it deserve* with a special long line
strapless bra (hat raises vou to the heiplit
of beauty, rounds you with half shells of softest
' foam, tapers your waist tit a hand span.
So lush looking, too, in aoft-io-your-skin
I Ban-Ion lace. This and manv other new
Warner wonderfula— at your nicest stores.
i.. M
i
hi f »
$1342. Low backed tong line hra in power
net and Ban Ion lace. IThiie or Mack. $13.50.
E. &*ja V
L
;j3ffV A
ill
(. . • Mr
ar
ft
* if? *» 'ji
Ms; -
The New Yorker, December, 1958
unh...unh,
Mama
!
root vnara <ou rv *uiuii(
1« .a
m
-ttuiK v litlla i ny your
irmta u mmaumj «nu» ruuMr.
aJtbv --E'ATR CERMST'Mai-
RU Lftboratorv Survay |
Don < •»p*< t *crubtnati Ajad u ioa« u thoy a/«m
'ournu drmta thoy **o oo
III 1 1 IH "Mm 9f Cu>rr jj>-
Mvory um
.
. .
Oruo iwm lotgM a rain*,
too Kwpt ihrai 'fw-TiMim, :r*«
>i SEWER GERMS. So. :or i«u» i
Drano
"
'I- -. I* l»r*l. M i r-.» --
OMNI C1OGCI0 0*AMS
CUA8S OUT UWIff GfftMS
Drano
HarmUti i« .optic rwikii maim rhom worn bottor— cull down odor*
46 Jul. I94*
Woman's Home Companion, July, 1946
MrsJamet CCboke of Sunnyside, Unq Island my$t*\ WAVE TO KEEP
SAWAQA'S AND CATUEMS CLOTHES CLEAN AUTUE TIME
— EVEfiYBOD/ NOTICES TWINS f
T*s» CMka Twin m i vears old *ad fuil 01 tun. C^itiv u impulsive ma
cunous. is tauuosu. »h» vnch tcnnten. Thar Did u leacmaj mem
to swim. Ther maice up {una co pu» wtih trior (wio bio* dolls jia tneir
brocbcr. Junmr, ^Qo is iuu 4. juwnv u ctu docior; cttcr re nuna.
* htfi f«n n*rm awn ( ti««f to c/imw
W1 lOIfWl u* UIM It 4 -niutf ,ft
-fJW
-"-fl Ml
* MITE. ^iWtcoMncMMiinn-tllGHT
kMif * i m i (All At
niu .-on « ar« of
•IIA n« liinll, <o> (win* i
• >m <nun. IS m . a
v«*r "Wf ^ ( COM* AMflAO-
-trw •CuCJi' I <*ST MO IT| ^
-•-OS
'
• o -ua inr .jilt JuM or
jinn in Ainio. 3«t 'v II jroo winnini o
to m me c« —i<n 3m *f»o t ifl tnt rm ntut
9USIWM 'heir iiorm 9uUfl^ it i 90K *( tnt
tuji Jm i tcatotflf, i.-ieo to i*m
ftNSO IS AtVTI-SNEfZE s«£
Woman 1 s Home Companion, July, 194 6
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Woman's Home Companion, August, 1946
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octor,
Tie best man to answer this question
£j, of course, your family
physician. We suggest
that you ask him the next time
you pay him a visit*
Woman 1 s Home Companion, January, 1952
Buving the new Easier on tills
New spring outfits for Easter are a wonderful family tradition — they make each member of
the family proud of being a family, and proud and happy to be together. Whether it's dresses
shoes, suits, or any other family fashion, it's Mother who inspires the buving decisions.
The magazine of Togetherness reaching more than 4 ,S00,000 famines f m\ \ jCIIID
Newsweek
,
April, 1957
how to
escape the
dreaded phone call
I won't be home
tonight!"
/
\
tlake a look tn your morning mirror See
the memory your husband carries with him
day after day. Is it a magnet alluring
enough to draw htm right home night after
night? Or do you spend your afternoons
dreading that hated phone call "I won t be
home tonight."
Try Beauty m the Morning Use it faith-
fully You will notice a flattering change
almost immediately — no long wait for
results.
Beauty m the Morning is so much more
than a soap. It s a complete all-in-one facial
treatment—a new idea, created after years
of research by a group of chemists and
beauty experts. It uniquely com-
bines the costly ingredients they
nnally chose as the finest safe-
guard for your complexion.
Beaut) in the Morning helps correct skin
dryness that makes three out of four
women unhappy. It helps remove the rea-
sons for too oily skin. It hygienically and
thoroughly cleans your skin, leaving it pro-
tected by a soothing film — tingling with
a new aliveness that you feei at once.
Get Beauty m the Morning today. Put it
to work doing wonderful things for your
>kin. It's easy, so very easy to bring back
the look he loves.
Bumy in iht Morning
cere takes <tnly a few
minutes. For less thin
a day it provides
beauty never ottered
be/ore. At line toilet
goods enuntert. \ .00
A COMPLETE HOME FACIAL
CLEANSER AND BEAUTIFIER
The New Yorker, August, 1948
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'CO PURCHASE JCRCENS LOTiCN. "sK OFFEE 3EI.CW
NJc cmer men—"
Never another woman- '
••*—
,.i mi** ijnh_. mniiiMc » other. \r-j
" J »"«in iwn. -r.r>
...,,,„ fraunim-
ill. -..ir niuuh in nuiw in imniOB nmt^i
U
"
J raj
-
..-aw Ulcif
luiMb (iivieniiHi >iui Jrrstfi- L..i
tour ieri unrui— . j,.
,„
l,,m
J
'-'*"!' Urtttt Jem* klmi
j| Jviuuraiii i [Piin.
Van ire nn, LJnati J( | rrS(.ni nMmm fll„
,
HIT tfdiflv .« lite UUWHI- lersnii L.ih.ii md.
"'ur J refniiw J.ir i-r „ Onja
MU '«««"•' ^Iiiirlliu.Mlrr t4rii 0J » ,n|i
,HI r l«BF»l- UllfHi Mil- j rniPf„u~ j, .,
brvia. Icrvntp auiiurr in* kiiul w.rjui , t.jm.
HIS DtVOTtON
. .
. Hove new Dryad p/us
famous Jergens Lotion
-botfl for tfie price
of Jergens Lotion o/one.
WhtU rHil t«*ci«l off.r ism
-Mt *Mn
,,
i* Ml J-m*-..- o .....
IJl «l |H|M|i wuitifr
T'Jm N iiim i. ,
\>k ttJf || imif ' •-mm.
I Ull "ir . jln>< liu
4 . "jntj/ im
ntuui .ir
»« "--i.tjiii
INI • U*l I
tin l-.t«t
'k \\*m rail.
®A£r ORYAO DEODORANT
kiml ui <J*>«inrain
SfweiAi -"-rex iiiawitmi kt*n- Drv*t rem.
-mooch
Winn .Blur iiixmiii
ilfn- niHi BfVMMraiiwi "jm-h
:..f imH .km iml |IM j t .ri.-»
Ojmhip^—n.«..*> luvur *-iriinM-.t_i»Mure
£/<iPW«Wt»'JERCeNS LOTION
/••'.•en- L*H Pint • '0 1
Cp*JI«I l» -km ip|||i>I- j: l>
Pr*nrr*y In |||*
H-.iU «.«.-(
~iar-
\«ninfl V(drriMi>
|- arc rtlll man--
num. j iin|Mh*HI>
1
I \*AI
: 3 - :
Woman's Home Companion / September f 19 46
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Aafc ymr lata* Q«I4 Un4 4*t<<r h*w p»ti '••» rmmm^mi V0Ut <*« kitchen I
Look what I got for being a crybaby!
me from vtsitttifZ fnrrtds IH their
liMf, modern ktftheti. . .ami tuitrn
to old one, I jiiil down tut
' uok here,' ut ul Jtv. 'If t/lis vid
I'll, Ut'i do %OHUtlmtii tttHlUl It!'
» rVfH my Jiteudi who have new
'Oh!"
vunderflll things ilicsc davs to
lUtteniiKC old Utilises. And with
' Cold I'.. mi. I building materials
longer the iinie*cousuniiu|g «j>-
to be. A single room or a « hole
house can now l>e done citiickly and jt low cost.
In the rootll above die wall* ire nude ol Fireproof
CmKI liond Gypsum VVaUlward. It goes up like
ma^iu m big wall-voveriiur, panels, and tAes anv
dceoratnm. If um re planning jti addition or new
building iloti'i miss Cold liond FireproofGy|worn
Sheathing. It hiics you a Stroilfcvr, saler wall under
i 1 1 i " i j 1 1 1 1 . . in k. or ntlicr lilllSU.
II votl want to increase similiter comfort and lower
winter heating costs in any house* new or old,
lituuh insulate wiiii new liij^li-cllicictK y Gold
Bond IWL Wool. Owners say it pays lor itselt
hv saving IS much as JO percent in lica
These arcjltSl j lew ol the 150 research-
(.old liond building products (hat ire p
normal limes. roddV even our whole p
can't keep up with demands. Even so
10 .000 local Gold IdMid lumlier and hit.
teriul ilealets are on the |oli. helpline v
-ct housed. helping (heir customers in
thev can. "fee \oiir Gold liond dealer tir-
von plan to nun, i or remodel Me can he
j better job. not alwavi todav l>ut toiiioi
Njtiuual GvpSUtn Loiupauv, Bulfjlo 2. .'
ISO letted Cold Bond Building Prvducti for new comtntetwit or remodeling <uld greater permanency, beauty and fire protection. Thru ntdttde
wailnoard.
lath, platter, iimt, itnathinz, wall paint, imnlation. and WUhA ft ntrpl ftmlmfi
C0(0 I0ND «
emu* ituto
IPfUIO ItGMT
OVIt tHf iNillT
01 0 MftMIUi
Oivl THI KitCHIN
N(W UM. 101
IHt WA1NK0I.
Saturday Evening Post , December , 194 6
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IIyou marry me?
I haven't got much to offer
k*^ But I love you and
rtturd. And tomeduy "
L"aoueh for marriage*
b^rx il With her love and help,
tfbeno stopping you.
r
you've chosen wants
more than wealth jnd
dm. And if >he > like most wives,
deal of her happiness will
rfoo a simple reeling of security
ff
tadential's business ts providing:
ftj. You will find that the
hul—ihrouuh a life insurance
«hin your means—enable* you
Iryour wife guaranteed protection
future which is worth a very
JoJ in terms of happiness now.
n
l"the advantages of sccine a
Titilive of the Prudential in lhat
Ittaow you how you yourself can
me vour own needs for protection.
u *
m Prudential Family Hour, with
tyktson—Sumlav afternoons, CBS
tJaek Berch Show—Every morning,
ftki Fridays, S8C.
E PRUDENTIAL
UNCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
Amutuai life insurance company
OFFICE: NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
r H F fUTUUf StLONOS TO THOSE WHO P«fPA*E FO
Saturday Evening Post , August , 194 8
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oes your husband look
s smart as he recdlvis ?
a complete wardrobe.
turret will, tailored exclusively
liiothers ot fabrics woven onlv by Paciti
now available, tor the first nine, in a si
100% worsted twill. And it also conn
Incoming shades of flan-
nel or novelty weaves, all
with the Surretwill label.
FUTURE — AS WELL AS YOURS — MAY DEPEND ON HIS APPEARANCE!
how able your husband really is. But
it ihe people in his business or social
re so un|xirtani io llil success? Nam
tati't .'.-!.." a book, by us cover, but it
ietps when a man's outward appear
ts* his toner qualities.
If vou warn your husband to look his best at
all tunes—and still have money lui other things
vou both need— tell him about *>urretwill Here's
a sniaitlv tailored suit thai tan be worn on so
ma it v diUcrcilf ottasions—at the pai tv tonight, of
the office lomoirow, 01 that tup next week end
P.S. to Husbands:
Your Suirctwill dealer
has the suit for you— in
popular shades, includ-
ing the new Admiral lilue, shown b<
only 530 Surrciwill slacks for nn
matching— 513 50.
For frtr ltp\ on belief dtttud hmbandi. ot naitirt of SurfitU'itt <l>ater\, u-n/f to Ptir<ft< Crufl Fttbrirt, Orpl H9. '261 Fifth Ave . -V ) 16
Coll ier 1 s , September , 19 5 3
We ended the
i
#
+ "No one ever planned it thai way. My husband
41 says the ladies usually dash out to help wash the
dishes and the men jusc naturally drift into a
huddle. Now our parties are really co-ed. because
everyone wants to see our new KitchenAid. There's
. a lot of hilarious kidding about our new maid,*
2-party
(
system !
but dishwashing will never again break up our
parties or our family fun!"
• • •
Tor information, write Dept. KT, KitchenAid Dish-
washer Division. The Hob/trt Manufacturing Co..
Troy. Ohio. Canada: 173 George St.. Toronto 2.
KitchenAid •
i
Completely washes dishes, glasses,
iilver, pots and pans— and no pre-
mising. Lipstick, sticky food, and dried
oiik completely disappear. Individual
iliding racks' for true convenience.
the finest dishwasher made!
mi
Exclusive. Hobart revolving wash-arm
puwer washes everything most thor-
oughly. Two power rinses. Separate
motor and hot-air blower-fan electri-
cally dries everything!
Decorator stvlings in gleaming ^ h
fnamel. Siainless Steel, glowing >
tique Copper fronts. Your dealer
kitchen specialist can arrange (or to
to *uit vour kitchen decor.
The Finest Made... by
Jh. World's target Manufacturer of Food, Kitchen and Dithwathinq
Machin.t
Time, May, 1955
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LIDAY
VHNG UP
... ,'&r;fifp
A* - F^fr:
The wife most likely to be kiss*
And she buys it in glass bottles
. .
.
No-Deposit bottles you don't take back.
Life, September, 1958
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Whatsfour
.
FamifysEQ.?
U&Ugy QuotferrF\
'° TOU "W" much ertr. *nerrv vou
»n ov« «ac-n member oi vour family' bydding tha ctmp. *hoie-wheat goodneai or
.etio.g. pCr *ruh ttrawlwM. ^j,. jnd
u*Ar w ordinary ilumpy break£a.t- '
;:™B """NO Ke)lo„, pfp :0mblM .
tion can <uppiy*„ou*h e«ra energy ror vouMadame to wUh a wh„le-.j3y a fj lamily oi four.
around without stopping for 30 minutea.
CKOUOM IXTt* *n«rvy for Pop to u<
*jd ^iforouajy tor nmviy half an hoar.
6DEU6HTrVLCereals
for extra energy—
tftitopfb VARIETY
EMOl>OH 1X71
A
«"«nry for Si*t*r to diebu*Jy in Lh. (ardan for about 1! 4 hour*.
£i AND UCH OISH of Kellogg ,
-Th*bunahin. Cereal. ' 1Uppuaa a day need ofjunahina vitamin D- pluaenergy v,tamm B,
It a better than whole wheat nutritionally
«» package of Kellogg s PEP
trom your grooer today!
U. !B orw mnon. KHIoaw | VARIETY
F. KHrSPICS HAIS1S 8 R A N R.AIU
«rDoeo * hca t KauMstcs Some rtakKl
oe pooom <om. ihraddad Fun io chooaa
10 Dehooue to All food* lor e«n
r*V
- plui valuable whole • «rain ore.WW nutnenu. Get Kellogg j V ARIETY
uu/ lutuly Bodayi
THE GRA/MS ARE 0RE AT FOODS
Woman's Home Companion, July 1946
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FOR OUR NEW HOME WE BOTH CHOSE THE ONE TH
(no moving parts in the freezing syste
late
J ,,f i«w
convey
,„ | Atcafl"'" -Give '»
c
last UiiifiP-
1 sarc/,
"71^ f
1
"-tors ;r-
ECK FOR YOURSELF
| trOIOft food tomparlmtnt
' of !<• (uboi tn rriga,«r»*i*ot« troyi
and dry cold for frtiK foodi
n>«nl maat no*og« Iroy
:cw-ociioo wgtiabU frethartort
( *gg troy
• .manor with tUor-aCfOH thalwci
A TINY GAS FLAME TAKES
THE PLACE OF MOVING,
WEARING PA"RTS
efveis at youf Gas Cj">oa<iv or oej«r For lotm and country nomes ir?'vei
Saturday Evening Post , July, 1948
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4
Quiet-rtrer has the action ind printwork
ot Ul orfke typewriter Perfect tor ryping
letters, envelopes, cards, reports Jt [mine.
DER -the
jlc type-
teeJ . .
.
notwork
.
,..rbon
A recent survey proved rlut 87' of (I0«
Junts jteppud .ip tiicir tirade* bv ustnu ..
Rvmumtuii I'urc.iblc The Nw Quiet-
Mccr help-* I'lmuli homework faster better
rlun (.alt And icuii) inu tor ejums ii cunt
with nearly -typed notebooks Yes. r he
QuiGt*rtcer tan mean better prudes and mure
tunc for extracurricular Activities, coo!
SEE THESE PRACTICAL FEATURES:
Standard Typtu rittf K*\ board wirh
Finger-Speed keys tor t.ister . cosier :vp
Patented Simplified Ribbon Chancer.
you Change nbbon in ± matter ot seco
Sett- Dtrnt Set ViubU Mur^tnt ict
-ee xvnere to «t bum right -nj !ett mar
. 4iid Mtt them with ringer tip ease.
Sttptr-Mttu^th frame v,ttps working ~
in perfect .alignment, gives years -nd v
more tervice. Plus >3 ornet important
cures tor vour typing convenience!
DeLuxe Luggage Type Carrying Case
Touch Method Instruction Book inciu^
TE TYPEWRITER IN PORTABLE SIZE • A Product of
Saturday Evening Post, January, 1953
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'So I said to myself, 'Why shouldn't
I have a workshop telephone?"'
'And the more I thought about it, the more I thought
that my wife ought to have one in the kitchen, too."
'Then Joame piped up and said, 'How about a
nice blue one to go with my bedroom?' "
'So we wound up with everybody pleased and happy,
Best investment I ever made for the whole family."
Convomonco in Color. IVlrfiiiOllfa in n»lor jrv j part
••f lilt* llt*W, uiMiliT iri'in .it IclrpllMlic -.TMrt- Cltoive
nf \\ury, Iwipi*, nrwn, liliif, ^ra\. Iirown. rwl or yellow.
•
More aiul more people todav are having us put in telephones uround the home to meet ill I the tamilv's
needs. There are so many tilings to he gained liy having telephones handy wherever you sleep, work, play
and relax.
. . . Upstairs and down they save steps, provide greater privacy and protection ami add a dis-
tinctive touch to any room. Especially in those eight handsome colors. BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM , JF\
Newsweek , Apr i 1 , 19 57
HI:
How can anyone
so cute
be such a avow
at cleaning?
SHI:
With B»n Ami. silly! A Just
deunxer that tloew't letttw
<ljrt rtttchin* >rrtrtrfn's.
mii Helo. Hone*— this is lOflMlhiM
Mother Jidn I ceil me: Never ieives icta?
*
SHli Scratches, brims ! Most leansers
leave scrau-he* that mp art and mute
. our cieauinf twiea a nara.
mii \nd Bon Ami Uoe*n t do (hat?
SHfi £i>oiitUH. haven't ou neani 'hat
3u» Vmi "hasn't temtawi It -u»l
rfftfa jiri anu irea^e *wav. as -mouth and
-ost as vou rilwwe— and polisue*. :oo.
Shines ud ana .ituu |uicit as a wink!
hi. That a'a know
shii Weil. 1 mild :-t loeitc aver "he
*av Sou Vrm :reat* mv namU—U never
mane- them -il routin and tornd.
hi, Then it Zf<? m vole, -uzar: tndju'i
became ou re -man u <*«H u p«ltT
inu jet no cooU-bye :a«* morninc
USt D«n ' "T-i — ->ur* . -n.ie tt->n lull timM
n . trail T'««« ft ' "»r
•>"*•-
i»u tua*. mm* '»*" "infwwri:
[01 <n»*ini .taoo-» jnti imrTurt .ow*l«-
THE SPEEDY CLEANSER tinr
hasn't scratchedyet!"
Woman's Home Companion, July 1946
Ill
Lines
—
purebred
Interiors —tailored and tough
Ride—Torsion-Aire terrific
Engines—choice of three
Performance— spirited
Capacity— nothing bigger
Rating— best of show
PUPS OR PEOPLE-tnofO s plenty of e«tra
r00 ,„ n i Of Soio *ago" no omer waqo"
g.Vlta ,ou "ure Put. 95 Cu <OOl etOOCity.
Poorr. tor jjmpmg eau. pmeni or OO-l ,Our-
sei' nauitng Pear.faor»g E.p'orer seat g.ves
Dac--'0«v a*singers full ^eao'oom teg
-oorr^ jno a «»« 'ear v.e*. hid* <Ove ii
The smart way to go places DE SOTO
The New Yorker , December, 1958
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s why we call her
is an all-important job as part of Swift's great
Research Laboratories. In these dars when re-
efhl cooking is so vital in making the most of
Martha Logan's work anil her recines, featuring
s branded products, can render a highly valuable
contribution to your futility nutrition.
manly thought of as an
Hill the rookstove didn't
il use until 1830. From
•oking techniques have
•titly that many methods
idl even a generation ugo
l 10 l>e far from tin- be->t.
r!y planned meals arc
living standard of our
-sful, perfected recipes
make the waste of food
>ast. Attractive ways of
nig glamor and appetite"
the most humble dishes.
u of the American home-
irts and skills is the joh
m, Swift's home ecouo-
utionwidc test kitchens.
The reei(>es and service suggestions
illustrated in Swill \ advertising are her
work. To prepare them, die uses the same
equipment that you use in vour own
Inline. Tims, thev are alwav- practical,
alwavs economical. alwavR good eating.
ICuch dish (hat -lie reeommends is tested,
tasted and re-tested many times before
her recipe is passed on to you.
Busy Martha Logan!
In addition to planning meals and reci-
pes, Martha Logan also makes contribu-
tion* to Swift's Quality Foods that give
her unique importance among Swift's
73,000 employees.
She and her staff <>f graduate home
economists work in close cooperation
with other scientists from Swift's Re-
search Laboratories. They, together with
many other Swift people, maintain l he
uniform, high quality lor which all foods
branded Swift's* Premium and Swift's
Itrnokhcld are famous. She assists with
problems of food processing and refrig-
eration. Site is consulted on packaging,
l ooking procedures, on new products be-
fore they are brought to market.
These varied activities with Swift's
branded foods make her the busiest
"homeniakcr" in America— and proba-
bly Swift's most valued woman employee.
FT & CO M P A X Y
^*i \-; SWIFt>
swim ntum tabu ruot nuts SWIfT'S BMNDS OF VCAL
TMm Strift Ifuatity V«/
nlrnuln*- a fjiinlv \j( ftxjti |>ro<l-
urlN wiiK'M you can uuj <*iilirotn-
plrie iiMitiilnii'c ilui rarti i* the
fitirtt i>t lis kind. Vll of s%»ift'»
ri'-.uin r,. ilm »\ vrnr* ••\f>«ri-
encr. i lie trrhttiral -kill- •>( i-
iMHYBlinC pi*<)|ili' uinl ih ii- ^rraf
ljl.nr.iti.ru'- h nil (ln-ir te*( km ||*
I'll-, ulailll I'rluritl fin- |'n
Saturday Evening Post / July, 1948
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a r«al opportunity for a three-year education that wilt
i for a career as a professional Registered Nunc. To
his training, you must be under 35, m good health, and
III graduate.
kS3
V 2. Your training includes working with professional men and
women — surgeons, physicians, dieticians and other nurs« — and \
covers many interesting' sulcus which will prove valuable to your |
career .is i* nurse and to a happy home life when you marry.
4. Be.ng o R«gi»ter«d Nurse is ideal preparation for marriage and
iamilv hie It dcvclupl po.se. gives you experience in
handling
people, and. above all. the satisfaction of making a contribution to
"ire of humanity, at a very good salary.
|\lursiry offers^
u
present utth a
iud profession with
ipporrunicies. Your
"rom hospital work
ychiarrv, child and
Veteran's Admin-
jbltcHealthService,
•c being filled now.
cihe hospital where
vou would like to enter nursing.
A friendly adviser is waiting to cell
you more about the future a career
in nursing can orFcr
FORMER SERVICE WOMEN:
If you qualify as a student nurse,
vour allowance under the G. I Bill
of Rights mav cover your entire
nursing education.
F.T. D. member; have always played
a part in
the cheering of comaiesccnt patients by
deliver*
jug beautiful Plott ers by W ire sent by friend*.
7 he 77 18 T. T. D members nt the VS *>»d Clan-
ada take this opportunity to salute the
wonder,
fill accomplishments of
the tinning profession,
FLORISTS' TELEGRAPH DELIVERY
ASSOCIATION, US Miction In, WroK 26.
Saturday Evening Post , August , 194 8
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"I can buy my new car with
One Month's
Pay Check!"
"Bring a Silver Counselor is a
wondrrful rtimet jor any
woman',' says Mrs. Clrvie Edtiins,
of Center, Texas! t Home Decora-
tors' National Contest Winner)
''KjsI AugUtti t had no idea uf liecoming a Silver Counsrlor. After
jli. I was a icKoul teacher, and happy with m* work. But I d heard
10 moeh about Silver Counselors from a fri 1. I thought I'd try
it between Summer school and tbe Fall term.
"I did so *»e||. and lov<d U so much. 1 derided to pi\e up school
leaching completely! Why in the month of September alone, I
had more tfutn enough to pay for my new car.
"!l seems to me that any woman would love to be a
Silver Counselor. It's such a pleasant, agreeable pro- J
fession. First, you're trained in the etiquette of silver
under the consultant direction of Emily Post. Then you
^"^"
v
go out with another Silver Counselor in your locality, .
until you get your feet on the ground.
EMILY POST
"Finally, you moke vour first call on
your own. You show folks tome ol the
world's most beautiful silver.. .advise
them on patterns. ..help them assemble
their place settings to fit their personal
needs. ..tell them how lliey can sate as
much a* 2V ri and more of the p"*t...
show them bow [hev fan become Life-
time Members of Emily Post's Consul*
talion Serv ice.
w| can't recommend Silver Counseling loo highly as a
career. If you would like further infoimation on our
wonderful silver—or. if you own a
car. can work six liour« daily, need
money, are between 25*45 \e.irs,
and consider vourself qualified to
become Silver Counselor- do ex-
actly what I did! Simply writs a
short note to Jane Evans. Person-
nel Consultant at:
HOME DECORATORS, luc.
NEWARK, .VE(T YORK STATE
c-)....a-i *-« aoat o-so-hom
Life, January, 1950
These are Telephone Gir/s ?
Sur«, because they're making telephone dials you use in Bell telephone
service. It's che.r regular job here at Western Electric, manufacturing
unit of" the Bell System.
Alteg«fh«r
r we have some 31,000 women ar Western Electric
in our shops, our offices, our distribution centers... and about 70.000
men, too. They all help carry on our 71-year-old job. That job is to
supply good telephones, switchboards, wires, and other things which
go to work for you every time you make a Bell telephone call.
T«om.d-up with Bell Laboratories people who design the equipment
and Bell telephone company people who operate it, Western Electric
men and women help give you good, dependable telephone serv.ee
ac the lowest possible cose.
One assembly line at our I/td/anaDot.
tS&*' a.
A UNIT Of THl flfU SVSrfM SINCf )»S7
Collier's, July, 1953
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40ME. Clarence M. O'Sullivan, construction foreman with thirty-four years' experience; daughter-in-law Marilyn, clerical assistant
O'Suilivan's sons: Don, a telephone mstaller with seven years' service, and Clarence C, cable repairman with thirteen years* servi
Fifty-nine Years of Telephone Service
FATHER, TWO SONS AND DAUGHTER-IN-LAW ALL WORK FOR THE TELEPHONE COMPANY
When Clarence \f. O'Sullivan started to work for the tele-
phone company, back in 1919, he started a family tradition.
Since then two sons and a daughter-in-law have also decided on
telephone careers. They have a total of fifty-nine years' service.
A recent U. S. Government survev gives some interesting
figures on the length of time men and women have served with
their present employers.
Bv comparison, the length of service for women in the
Bell Svstem is twice the average for women in other industries.
For telephone men ic is nearly three times the average tor
other industries.
Collier's, August, 1953
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A pace to stop a clock
!
( thanks to Memory Dials )
Girl genius? Not at all. And she doesn't have
- a aoft job. - \ - g& ^
What she does have, however, 13 a Burroughs ^
Calculator with Memory Dials— the machine
that makes any ^irl a fast operator! (As fortfiv
the clocks, they just seem to atop—she does:
so much work in so little time.) *>*
Actually, this calculator is faster by far—
all-electric, with a simplified, instant-action'\V
keyboard. You touch a key and get^an^T
answer . . . instantly! Every key is powered
and evpry key stroke counts. 'Vf*
"-'.li*'.'
What's more, this time-saving Burroughs has a.
' second set of answer dials (Memory* Dials Jffori
*'
automatic grand totals or net results. Therejs*
no rehandling of figures, and no time lost.^-
So if the clocks in your office are too fast for, V
I ...
.tuft,
-x <? * .
INK
-y ~ ...
*9g
IN
^vBurrouihsiCalc^laio^
I
ft
Time
,
May, 1955


